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CHAPTER1
ABOUTTHIS REPORT
This I'C!pon provides
suggestions and guidelines for the
planning and design of local
pedestrian facilities. These
guidelines are intended to assist
local planners, pedestrian
coordinators. and traffic engineers
in enhancing the safety and
pedestrian.friendliness of local
streets and highways through
actions such as sidewalk additions
or crosswalk improvements to
existing roadways, and
incorporaring the best pracci~
into the design of new roadways.
This document is provided to
North Carolina localities as a tool
for information exchange and
planning purposes only. It reflects
the views of its authors and is not
necessarily the official policy or
practice of the North Carolina
Deparoncnt of Transponation.
Further, this document does not
constitute the promulgation of
standards, specifications or
regulations. However. AASHTO.
MUTeD, and ITE pedestrian
guidelines are followed where
applicable and appropriate.
It is not intended that these
guidelines cover all the different
factors that must be taken into
account in selecting the most
effective design or traffic control
device for a given situation. The
NC DOT assumes no liability for
the contenu or use of this manual.
Judgment by trained engineers with
a knowledge of the local conditions
is needed to select the optimal
pedestrian facility, design feature or
traffic control device.
This report
provides suggestions
and guidelines
for the planning
and design
of local
pedestrian facilities.
2The manual is structured as follows:
Chapter 1: About this Repon
Chapter 2: Pedestrians with Disabilities
Chapter 3: Sidewalks, Walkways, and Paths
Chapter 4: Pedestrian and Motorist Signs and Markings
Chapter 5: Signalization
Chapter 6: Crosswalks, Curb Ramps, and Refuge Islands
Chapter 7: School Zone Practices
Chapter 8: Traffic Calming Strategies
Chapter 9: Exclusive Pedestrian Facilities
Chapter 10: Work Zone Pedestrian Safety
Chapter 11: Other Pedestrian Facility Considerations
APPENDIX A: Summary of Pedestrian Facility Problems and
Possible Solutions
APPENDIX B: She Plan and Highway Design Review for the
Pedestrian - A Checklist
APPENDIX C: Guidelines for Curb Cuts and Ramps for
Disabled Persons
This documem was prepared by Charles V. Zegeer, Herman E
Huang, and David Harkey of the University of Nonh Carolina's Highway
Safety Research Center, and Michael J. Cyneck.i, Project Consultant.
Some of the material pertaining to various pedestrian facilities was
adapted from the Institute of Transportation Engineers Committee 5A-5
repon, Design ofPetkstrian Facilities: &commmtkd Practice. Mr. Zegeer
serves as chairman of this committee, and Mr. Harkey and Mr. Cynecki
are committee members. Other resources include the Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices for StreetJ and Highways, and A Policy on Geometric
Design ofHighways and Streets published by AASHTO (the American
Association of State Highway and Transponation Officials).
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CHAPTER2
-------- -
PEDESTRIANS
WITH DI SABIL1TI ES
There are 43 miUion persons
in the United States with
disabilities. Virtually all are
pedestrians at one time or anomer.
People with disabilities hold jobs,
attend school, shop and enjoy the
recreation facilities our
municipalities have to offer.
Anyone can experience a
temporary or permanent disability
at any time, due to age. illness, or
inJury.
Design deficiencies frequently
can he overcome by an agile able-
bodied person. However, when age
or functional disabilities reduces a
person's mobility, sight or hearing.
a good design is very important.
For rraffic engineering
purposes. a disability can be
classified in one or more of thrtt
functional categories: mobility
impairments. sensory deficits. or
cognitive impairments. A person
with a mobility impairment is a
person who, because of a physical
problem or circumstance. is limited
in their method or ability to move
about. This includes people who
use wheelchairs and those with
braces, crutches, canes and walkers.
It also includes persons with
balance or stamina problems.
While JmJ01] d4iciu~ most
often associated with blindness or
deafness; partial hearing or vision
loss is much more common. Other
persons have lost sensation in some
part of their body, lost their sense
of balance, or lost a body part
(except legs, which would be a
mobility impairment). Color
blindness, especially of red and
green, is also a sensory deficit.
Cognitive impainnmu refer to
a diminished ability to process
infonnarion and make decisions.
This includes persons who are
mentally retarded Ot who haw: a
dyslexic type of learning disability
and those who are unable to read
or undemand the English
language.
The Americans
with Disabilities Act
assures that the
43 million persons
in the u.s.
with disabilities
will have full access
to all public facilities.
Figure 1.
Pedestrian fadlidcs must be designed to
accommodate the special needs of the dis-
abled.
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Based on tests conducted by
the Veterans Administration, the
level of energy required by a
wheelchair user is about 30 percent
higher than that needed by a
pedestrian who is walking.
Moreover, a person on crutches or
with artificial legs requires 70
percent more energy to go the
same distance. If a person using a
wheelchair travels a full city block
and finds no curb cut, doubles
back. and travels that same distance
in the street, it is the equivalent of
an ambulatory person going four
extra blocks. This illustrates the
importance of removing physical
barriers from our street network
(Figure 1).
THE AMERICANS
WITH DISABILITIES
ACT (ADA)
The Americans with
Disabilities Act was signed into law
on July 26, 1990. This civil rights
law assures that a disabled person
will have full access to all public
facilities throughout the U.S. It is
important that all work is not only
in compliance with the letter of the
law, but also with the spirit of the
law.
A prioritized plan for
improvements should be in place
with resources allocated to those
locations where there is the greatest
need. A primary concern for public
agencies is providing access to
public transit and to public
buildings and facilities. In most
cases this will involve removing
barriers to wheelchair access along
sidewalks, installing accessible
wheelchair ramps, and improving
access to bus stops, as well as other
features to accommodate
pedestrians with various
disabilities.
Dimensions and rules in this
guide are based on current
standards set by the Architectural
and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board, the Uniform
Federal Accessibility Standards
(UFAS), the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI), and
the North Carolina Department of
Transportation codes at the time of
writing of this documl::m. Th~
rulc:s may be updated from rime to
tim~ and local codes which are mo~
strict should supersedl:: thesl:: codes.
SIDEWALKS
While whl:elchairs rl::quire 0.9
m (3 ft) minimum dear width for
continuous passagl::. sidewalks
should ideally havl:: a minimum
deat usable width of at Il::ast 1.5 m
(5 ft) along major artl::rials and 1.2
m (4 ft) along some local streW!.
They should be paved with a
smooth. durabll:: matl::rial.
Sidl::Walks should be built and
maintain«l. in urban areas along all
major artl::rial strel::ts and in
commercial areas whl::rl:: thl:: public
is invited. and at all transit stops
and public areas.
It is dl::sirable to havl:: pavl::d
sidl::walks on both sidl::s of all
streets in urban and suburban arl::as
to provide mobility for disabll::d (as
wdl as non·disabll::d) pedestrians.
A planting strip which sl::cves as a
buffer between on·strl::et vehicles
and pl::dl::strians on thl:: sidewalk
can be especially bl::neficial to
visually impaired pedestrians and
to wheelchair users. Sidewalks
should be kept in good condition.
free from debris. cracks and rough
surfacc:s.
To thl:: extent practical.
sidewalks should have thl::
minimum cross slope necessary for
proper dninage. with a maximum
of 2.5 em (1 in) of fall for n-ery
1.2 m (4 ft) of width. A person
using crutchc:s or a wheelchair on a
cross slope has to exl::rt significantly
more dfort to maintain a straight
roum: on a slop«l. surf:.tce than on
a In-d surface.
Ramps atl:: dl::finl::d when the
gradl:: a~ds 5 percent along an
accessihll:: path. Longitudinal
grades should be limited to 5
percent, but may be a maximum of
8.3 percem if required. If stel::p
grades (6 to 8 perccm) are longer
than 9 m (30 tt). an I::quivalent
h·d area should be provided. This
is advisabll:: ~use walking down
a steeper slope with crutches or
artificial limbs is difficult. In areas
whl::rl:: it is impossibll:: to avoid
stl::ep grades, an altl::rnative route
(such as an devator in a neatby
building) should bl:: provided.
Handrails should be provided
along long ramps. Handrails are
used by persons in wheelchairs to
hdp pull themsdvl::s up and are
used by othl::r pl::rsons for support.
Informational signs. indicating
alternative routes or facilities, can
be placed at thl:: basI:: of the grade
or in a guidebook for ml:: area.
Arrangements may be made with
ml:: loc:aJ transit authorities to
transport persons with disabilities
at reduced (or no) Ewes where
steep grades or other obstacles
prohibits or ~rely impedes
a=ss.
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6STREET FURNITURE
Street furniture, such as
benches and bus shelters, should be
out of the normal travel path to
the extent possible. For greater
conspkuity, high contrast colors,
such as red. yellow and black is
preferable. The following
guidelines should be considered in
the positioning ofstreet furniture:
• Street furniture should not
hang lower than 2.0 m (6.7 ft)
over a walking area,
• No object mounted on a wall
or post. or free standing
should have a dear open area
under it higher than 0.7 m
(2.3 ftl off the ground.
• No object higher than 0.7 m
(2.3 ft) attached to a wall
should protrude from that wall
more than 10 em (4 in).
• No protruding object should
reduce the dear width of a
sidewalk or walkway path to
less than 0.9 m (3 ft).
Another common problem for
wheelchair users is the placement
of street furniture next to on~street
parking which can make exiting a
car or lift-equipped vehicle
difficult. One remedy is to relocate
the street furniture towards the end
of the parking space instead of the
center, or at the back of the
sidewalk furthest from the curb.
At least 1.5 m (5 ft) ofclear
space width along the sidewalk is
needed to allow for exiting a
vehicle. Other objects, such as
street light poles, may be more
difficult to move, so consideration
may be given to relocating the
handicapped parking space or
reserving extra handicapped
parking spaces.
Some individuals may have
difficulty operating pedestrian push
buttons. In some instances there
may be a need to install a larger
signal push button or to change
the placement of the push button.
Pedestrian push buttons should
always be easily accessible to
individuals in wheelchairs, and
should be no more than 105 em
(42 in) above the sidewalk. The
force required to activate the push
button should be no greater than
SIb,.
PARKING
A parking space width of at
least 4.0 m (13 ft) is needed to
operate a lift equipped van. In off
street parking lots, the minimum
parking width for a handicapped
space should be 2.4 m (8 ft) wide,
with an access aisle of 1.5 m (5 ft).
Two adjacent handicapped parking
spaces may share a common access
aisle. In parking structures, some
handicapped spaces should have a
3.7 m (12 ft) clearance for use by
lift equipped vans with raised
roofs. Providing an accessible route
to and from all parking spaces is
essential.
Handicapped parking spaces in
parking lors should also be as level
as possible to allow for greater
stability for persons in a wheelchair
when loading and unloading a
vehicle. In snow areas,
handicapped spaces should not be
used for snow storage, and instead
should have a higher level of snow
removal to allow for access.
CURB CUTS AND
WHEELCHAIR RAMPS
The single most important
design consideration for persons in
wheelchairs is to provide curb cuts
(Figure 2). New and rebuilt streets
with sidewalks should always have
curb cuts. These also benefit others
with mobility disabilities, elderly
pedestrians and persons pushing
strollers, carts etc. A roll curb is a
barrier and will not allow for
wheelchair access. Curb CUtS
should be at least 1.0 m (3 ft 4 in)
wide at the base with flared sides
that do nOt exceed a slope of 8.33
percent.
The nmps should be Rared
smooth into the street surface.
Ramps should be checked
periodically to make sure large gaps
do not develop between the gutter
and street surface. There may be a
need to remove accumulations of
asphalt at the edge of the curb
radius.
Single nmps located in the
center of a corner are less desirable
than a separate ramp for each
crosswalk to accommodare disabled
pedestrians. Separate ramps can be
designed to provide greater
information to visually impaired
pedestrians in street crossings.
Crosswalk markings should be
located so that a pMestrian in a
wheelchair should not have to leave
the crosswalk to enter or exit the
street. In some cases a broader
single ramp may be used to
accommodate pedestrians in
whedcnairs.
Ramps or CUt through islands
should be provided for marked or
unmarked crosswalks at median (or
frontage road) islands.
Drainage is important,
especially in colder areas where ice
can form at the base of ramps,
making traction extremely difficult.
Standing water can obscure a
Figure 2.
Curb CUts are the single most imponant
design considel':lrion for persons in
wheelchairs.
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8drop~offor porhole at the base of a
ramp, and makes the crossing
messy. Storm drain inlets should be
clear of the crosswalk. If this is not
possible, the openings in the grate
should be no larger than 1.3 cm
(0.5 in) in width.
BUS STOPS
All transit vehicles will
eventually be able to accommodate
whedchairs. There are three major
types ofwhedchair accessible buses
that may be used by a local rransit
authority:
Front Door Wh((kha;r Lift·
This type of lift will not operate
well with a heightened crown, high
curb or gutter depression. It is
better to pave the bus stops so that
a StOPped bus will be
approximately level. The sidewalk
should be less than 20 to 25 em (8
to 10 in) above the street surface.
Newer buses are designed to
accommodate an 20 co 28 cm (8 to
11 in) high curb.
Crour Door Bus - Center door
lift designs require the door of the
bus to be positioned within 30 em
(12 in) of the curb. This usually
requires a longer bus stop than
buses with front door lifts need
and more stringent parking
enforcement near the bus stop.
Low Floor Bus - This bus is
built so that the entryway is 28 to
33 em (11 to 13 in) high and there
are areas in the bus that can be
accessed without going up any
steps. The physical design
requirements of the bus stop is
virtually identical to the first two
designs, however, an 28 cm (11 in)
curb height works best.
Not only should the sidewalk
network be accessible with curb
ramps, but the bus stOp must be
accessible from the sidewalk. This
may require removing obstacles
such as bushes and street furniture
between the sidewalk and bus
waiting area, and paving an
accessway to the bus stop.
RESOURCES
The following Federal agencies
are responsible for providing
information about the Americans
with Disabilities Act. The agencies
and organizations are sources for
obtaining information about the
law's requirements and informal
guidance for complying with the
ADA. They are not sources for
obtaining legal advice or legal
opinions about your agency's rights
or responsibilities under the ADA.
Architectural and Transportation
Barriers Compliance Board
1331 F Street, NW
Suite 1000
Washington, DC 10004-1111
1·800·872·2253 (voice and TOO)
Equal Employment Opponunity
Commission
1801 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20507
Questions and Documents -1·800·
669-3362 (voice)
1-800-800-3302 (TOO)
Federal Communications
Commission
For ADA documents and general
infonnation:
202/632-7260 (voke)
202/632-6999 (TOO)
President's Committee on
Employment of People with
Disabilities Information Line:
ADA Work
1-800-232-9675 (voice and TOO)
U.S. Department ofJustice
Civil Rights Division
Public Access Section
P.O. Box 66738
Washington, DC 20035-6738
202-514·0301 (voice)
202-514-0383 (TOO)
U.S. Department ofTrnnsportation
Federal Tr.msit Adminismtion
400 7th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-1656 (voice)
202-366-2979 (TOO)
Office of the General Counsel
202·366·9306 (voice)
202-755-7687 (TOO)
Regional Disability and Business
Technical Assistance Centers •
Region IV (Includes North
Carolina)
404-888-0022 (voice)
404-888-9098 (TOO)
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CHAPTER 3
SIDEWALKS, WALKWAYS
& PATHS
Areas that are designed to
allow pedestrians to efficiendy and
safely move from one location to
another can typically be! classified
as one of the following:
5itkwalk - This is a paved
area (typically concrete) which
normally runs parallel to vehicular
traffic and is separated from the
road surface by at least a curb and
gutter. Sidewalks are common in
urban areas, may be used in some
suburban locations such as
residential areas, and are not often
present in rural areas, primarily
due to the high installation cost
and low anticipated usc.
Path - This is a temporary or
permanent area that is normally
dirt or gravel, although some paths
are asphalt. A path typically
indicates the common route taken
by pedestrians betwec=n two
locations and often indicates the
need to provide a sidewalk or at a
minimum a paved surface.
WWlkway - This is an area for
general pedestrian use such as
couny.uds. plazas. and pedestrian
malk.
This chapter primarily~
on the design criteria for sidewalks.
However. many of the same criteria
may apply to planned pedestrian
paths. WalIcw2ys art part of
exclwive pedestrian f.u:ilities
(Chap«' 9).
Figure 3.
Properly built JidcwaJlu are essential for increuing p«k:strian mobility, accessibility, and
..£«y.
Figure 4.
Sidewalks should be properly maintained,
free from obstructions and potential prob-
lems for pedestrians.
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Properly planned, designed,
and constructed sidewalks are
essential for increasing pedestrian
mobility, accessibility, and safety,
especially for persons with
disabilities, the elderly, and
children. Sidewalks increase
pedestrian safety by separating
pedestrians from vehicle traffic.
One recent FHWA study cited the
presence of sidewalks in residential
areas as the one physical factor in
the roadway environment having
the greatest effect on pedestrian
safety.l
PLACEMENT
The inclusion of sidewalks is
often determined by the engineer
or planner on a site-by-site or
project-by-project basis, without
specific criteria for determining
where sidewalks should be uSed.
The most specific guidance
provided by the American
Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) is for urban collectors
and local streets as follows:
"Sidewalks used for pedestrian
access to schools, parks, shopping
areas, and transit stops and placed
along all streets in commercial
areas on both sides of the street. In
residential areas, sidewalks are
desirable on both sides of the
streets but need to be provided on
at least one side of all local or
collector streets."2
The most complete guidance
regarding when and where to
install sidewalks was developed as
parr of an FHWA study and is
based on type of area, type of
roadway, and the number of
dwelling units per acre.1 These
guidelines are shown in Table 1.
In addition to the guidelines
shown in Table 1, there are some
other general principles to consider
in the placement of sidewalks.1,3
All roadways where pedestrian
travel is expected should have a
walking area that is out of the
vehicle travel lanes. While a
separate sidewalk or path is
preferred, a roadway shoulder,
particularly in rural areas, often
serves the need.
Efforts should be made to
provide direct connections between
residences and activity areas such as
shopping centers and transit stops.
T~ ofArea (land-use, roadway Sidewalk P12cemem Recommendations On ...
functional dassifica.tions, or
number of dwelling units) ... new urban and suburban ... existing urban and suburban
sueers? streets?
.
Commercial and industrial -- On both sides of these streets. On both sides of these streets --
a.!1 streets. make every effort to add them
and to complete missing links.
Residential -- major arteriaJs On both sides of these streets On both sides of these streets.
ResidentiaJ -- collectors. On both sides of these streets. For multi-family dwelling -- on
both sides of these streets. For
single family dwellings -- on at
least one side of these streets.
Residential - local meets On both sides of these streets. Preferred on both sides, but
with more than 4 units per required for at least one side.
acre.
ReSidential- local sneets Required on one side, but Preferred on at least one side.
with 1-4 units per acre. pre&rred on both sides. At liWt 1.2 m (4 ft) shoulder
required on both sides.
~idential -- local streets with On one side of these streets Preferred on at least one side.
less than 1 unit per acre. preferred, but shoulder on both At least 1.2 m (4 ft) shoulder
sides required. required on both sides.
Notes:
l. You must have a sidewalk on at least one side of any local street that is within twO blocks of a school
and that is a walking route to that school.
2. You may omit a sidewalk on one side of any new meet when that side of the street dearly cannot be
developed and when there are no uses or planned uses for that side of the street that would encourage
people to walk there.
3. When a main road has a service road, you may eliminate the sidewalk next to a main rood ifyou replace
it with a sidewalk on the &.r side of the service road.
4. When you have a rural road that is not likely to serve development, you must provide a shoulder at liWt
1.2 m (4 ft) in width. If the road serves as a primary highway, the shoulder should be 2.4 m (8 ft) wide.
The shoulder should be made of a materia.! that provides a st2.ble, must·fcee walking surface.
Table 1.
Gutdelines for installing sidewalL based on ara. type, roadw.ay rype. and number ofdwelling units per acre. 1
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The most direct, and thus
preferred, routes can usually be
determined during the planning
stages of a development,
Incorporating these direct routes
into the developments through
easements or other means is
preferred by residents and most
cost effective when done at the
planning stages.
Developers should be required
to incorporate sidewalks into every
residential, commercial, and
industrial project. Where
undeveloped areas exist between
already developed areas, local
jurisdictions should fIll in the gaps
by connecting the developments
with properly designed sidewalks,
Local agencies can design and
install sidewalks along locally-
maintained streets and can petition
the North Carolina DOT for
sidewalks along the State highway
sysrem, Sidewalks or paths should
not be installed on fully controlled~
access highways,
One additional factor that
must be considered when
determining sidewalk placement is
the requirement to comply with
the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA). TheADAspeciflailly
states that: ''At least one accessible
route within the boundary of the
site shall be provided from public
transportation stops, accessible
parking, accessible passenger
loading zones, and public streets or
sidewalks to the accessible building
entrance they serve,"4
If any part of this accessible
route is part of a public sidewalk or
other public pedestrian facility,
efforts must be made to comply
with requirements of the ADA.
Many of these requirements are
addressed in the design elements
that follow,
DESIGN ElEMENTS
Width
The width required for a
sidewalk will depend on where it is
installed and its anticipated level of
use. When determining sidewalk
width, it is important ro remember
two things: 1) a pedestrian requires
a specifIc amount oflateral and
longitudinal space for walking, and
2) the determined width is the
"effective width," exclusive of any
obstructions,
The width required for two
pedestrians to comfortably pass
each other on a sidewalk is
estimated to be 0,8 m (2.5 ft) for
each,S,6 This width decreases
slightly when the pedestrians know
each other or when crowded
conditions exist, For persons in
wheelchairs, the minimum clear
width required is 0,9 m (3 ft).4
The "effective width" of a
sidewalk can simply be defIned as
the tOtal width minus the width
for shy distances from buildings,
the street, and other objects, and
minus the width for objects placed
on the sidewalk such as light poles.
parking meters. newspaper stands.
trash cans. mail boxes. and other
street furniture. Recommended
effective widths based on type of
area, type: of roadway. and number
ofdweUing units are shown in
Table 2.7
Setback Distance
The distance of the sidewalk
from the roadway is defined as the
setback distance and is an
imporrant design element.
Sidewalks built close to the travel
lane, particularly where vehicle
spttds are high. discourage
po:lestrian mvel due to increased
noise levels and perceived safety
risks. Although it is sometimes not
feasible. sidewalks should be built
as f:u from the road. surface as
physicaUy possible. ideally near the
right~of~way line.
Setbacks of 1.5 m (5 ft) or
greater are recommended for
purposes oES
• Providing a margin ofsafety
between the pedestrian and
passing vdUcies.
• Minimizing vehicle/pedestrian
conflicts.
• Reducing potential splashing
of pedestrians by passing
vehicles.
• Providing space for utilities.
parking meters. traffic control
<kvices. landsaping. street
furniture. and snow storage.
• Prevmting driveway slopes
from encroaching into the
sidewalk. which may present a
Although it is
sometimes not feasible,
sidewalks should
be built as far
from the road surface
as physically possible,
ideally near
the right-of-way line.
Type ofArea (land we, roadway functional Recommended Effective Width ofSidcwalk
classification. or number of dwelling units)
Central Business District (CBD) Wide enough to meet the level ofservice based on
methods found in the 1985 HighWllY Capacity
Manual. with a minimum width of 2.4 m (8 ft)
Commercial and Industrial - outside the CBD 1.5 m (5 ft) wide with a 0.6 m (2 ft) planting strip
or 2.1 m (7 ft) wide without a planting strip
Residential- Arterials and coUectors outside 1.5 m (5 fe) wide with a 0.6 m (2 ft) planting strip
theCBD
~idential-localstreets, multi-family and single 1.5 m (5 ft) wide with a 0.6 m (2 ft) planting strip
family (>4 dwelling units/acre)
Residential-local streets. multi.family and single 1.2 m (4 ft) wide with a 0.6 m (2 ft) planting strip
family (1-4 dwelling units/acre)
Table 2. Recommended dfeai'Ye sidewalk widths based on area rypc. roamy type and number of dwdling uniu per aae,7
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________0' •
Once installed,
sidewalks need to be
maintained to avoid
creating obstructions
and potential problems
for pedestrians.
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problem for the elderly or
persons in wheelchairs.
• Wherc= setbacks cannot ~
provided. it is recommended
that wider sidewalks be
constructed.
Grades
Gra.des on sidewalks should
nor aceed five (5) percent, which
is the desirable maximum slope
established by the ADA for an
accessible routc.4 Where grades
exceed five percent, special textures
and handrails may be «quired.
Specifications for ADA approved
handrails can be found in the
Americans with Disabilities
Handbook.
Pavement Surfaces
Sidewalks are typically
constfuaed ofconcrete. HOWl:Vef.
other materials may be used to
create a smooth walking surface,
including asphalt and various
materials. Care should be talwl [0
insure that the material selected
does not become overly slippery
when it gets wet and that required
maintenance is minimal.
On pathways. inexpensive
materials such as weJl compaaed
limestone screenings or wood chips
can be used to create a functional
facility. The use of materials other
than concrete can onen produce
aesthetically pleasing environments
that are well received by local
residents.
MAINTENANCE
Once installed, sidewalks need
to be maintained to avoid creating
obstructions and potential
problems for pedestrians. A
program of inspection and cleaning
should be established by local
maintenance, mffic engineering,
or public works deparement.
AssiS[ance in reporting problems
may be requested from other
governmenr personnel such as
police or letter carriers who are
commonly on the sid~.
Local ordinances should be
passed requiring adjacent property
owners to be responsible for minor
maintenance ofsidewalks along
their property; requirements may
include debris removal, and
clearing of overgrown trees and
bushes. Care should also be taken
to make sure private landscaping,
such as fences or decorative walls,
does nor ettate vision obstrUctions,
and thus sight distance: problems,
ar driveways, alleys or intersections.
While the public agencies are not
the caretakers of private property, a
system to notifY individuals who
creare vision obstructions (when
detected) and require corrective
acrion, can gready enhance the
pedestrian environment.
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CHAPTER4
PEDESTRIAN & MOTORIST
SIGNS & MARKINGS
Signs and markings are
governed by the Manual on
Uniform Traffic Cont1Y)/ Droice1
(MUTeD), which provides
specifications on the design and
placement of traffic control devices
installed within the public right-of-
way.1 The MUTeD encourages a
conservative use of signs. Signs
should only be installed when they
fulfill a need based on an
engineering study or engineering
judgement. In general, signs are
often ineffective in modifying
driver behavior. and overuse breeds
disrespect and diminishes their
effectiveness.
Unnecessary signs and posts
represent a hazard to errant
motorists and may cause an
obstruction to pedestrians and
bicyclists. Unnecessary signs also
represent an ongoing maintenance
cost and arc a source ofvisual
blight. Sign placement and
location criteria are provided in the
MUTCD.
REGULATORY SIGNS
Regulatory signs are used to
inform motorists or pedestrians of
a legal requirement and should
only be used when me legal
requirement is not otherwise
apparent. They are generally
rectangular in shape, usually
consisting of a black legend on a
white background and must be
reflectorittd or illuminated.
The most common types of
regulatory signs related to
pedestrians are shown in Figures 5
and 6. Many motorist signs,
including STOP and YIELD signs,
turn restrictions, parking
restrictions and speed limits, have a
direct or indirect impact on
pedestrians.
The NO TURN ON RED
(RIO-II a) sign may be used in
some instances to facilitate
pedestrian movements. The
MUTeD lists six conditions when
no-turn on red may be considered,
mree ofwhicb are directly reJated
Signs should only
be installed
when they fulfill
a need based on
an engineering study
or engineering
judgement.
Figure 5.
Typical regulatory
signs relating to
pedestrians,l CROSS
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Typical reguluory
signs rdating to
pedcruians. l
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to pedestrians or signal timing for
pedestrians. Considerable
controversy has arisen regarding
pedestrian safety implications and
right.turn-on-red operations,
ranging from one study which
indicated a significant increase in
pedestrian accidents with right-
turn-on-red2 to other studies
which concluded that right-turn.
on-red does not pose a pedestrian
safety problem under most
circumstances.3,4
Consideration should also be
given to pedestrian conflicts
.associated with righHurn~on~green
(where the pedestrian has a WALK
indication and the motorist has a
green ball indication) if right-turn~
on·red is prohibited. When overly
restrictive, motorist compliance to
NO TURN ON RED signs is low,
particularly when the signs are
poorly located and low pedestrian
and cross street traffic exists.
The Institute ofTransportation
Engineers has taken the position
that no overall significant safety
detriments occur with right-turn~
on~red, and right~turn~on red
results in significant benefits in
reduced energy consumption,
positive environmental impacts,
and reduced operational ddays5.
Pedestrian volumes should not be
the only criteria for prohibiting
right turns on red.
The use ofNO TURN RED
signs at a traffic signal should be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis,
and less restrictive alternatives
should be considered in lieu of NO
TURN ON RED signs. There are
occasions when no~turn·on~red
may be beneficial, as at school
crossings, where the unpredictable
behavior of children may create
special problems with pedestrian
conflicts.
ParHime restrictions should be
discouraged, but they are preferable
to full-time prohibitions when the
need only occurs for a short period
of time. Although not in the
MUTCD or the North Carolina
inventory, the use of the NO
TURN ON RED WHEN
PEDESTRIANS ARE PRESENT
sign may be an appropriate
alternative.
Other regulatory signs rdating
to pedestrians include:
• Pedestrian prohibited signs
(R5-10c, R9-3" R5-1O" R5-
lOb) to prohibit pedestrian
entry at freeway ramps.
• Pedestrian crossing signs (R9~2,
R9~3a, R9~3b) are used to
restrict crossings at less safe
locations and divert them to
optimal crossing locations.
Various alternatives include the
USE CROSSWALK (with
supplemental arrow) sign
which may be used at
signalized intersection legs with
high conflicting turning
movements or at midblock
locations directing pedestrians
to use an adjacent crosswalk.
The signs have the most
applicability in front of schools
or other major pedestrian
generators,
• Traffic signal signs (RIO·I to
RIO·4) include the pedestrian
push button signs or other
signs at signals directing
pedestrians to cross only on the
green light or WALK signal.
Pedestrian push button signs
should be used at all pedestrian
actuated signals, It is helpful to
provide guidance to indicate
which street the button is for
(either with arrows or street
names). The signs should be
located adjacent to the push
button and be visible to
approaching pedestrians.
Other educational signs may
be used for pedestrians at [raffle
signals to define the meaning of
the walking man/hand symbol (or
WALK, n"hing DONT WALK
and DONT WALK) signal
indications. The decision to use
these educational signs (or stickers
placed directly on the signal pole)
should be based strictly on
engineering judgement. Their use
may be more helpful near schools
and in areas with a concentration
of elderly pedestrians, This
information may also be effectively
--------------------------
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Figure 7,
Typical wuning
signs rdating to
pedestrians, I
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converted into brochures for
distribution and ongoing education
purposes.
WARNING SIGNS
Warning signs are used to
inform motorists and pedestrians
of unusual or unexpected
conditions. Most warning signs fall
under the permissive category
("may" condition), and when used,
should be located to provide
adequate response times. Warning
signs are generally diamond~shaped
with black letters or symbols on a
yellow background and must be
reflectorizecl or illuminated.
Typical warning signs relating to
pedestrians are shown in Figure 7.
The warning sign used to warn
motorists of possible pedestrian
conflicts is the Advance Pedestrian
Crossing sign (WI 1-2). This sign
should be installed in advance of
midhlock crosswalks or other
crossing locations where pedestrians
may not be expected to cross. This
significandy minimizes their use at
most urban intersections since
pedestrians are an expected
occurrence.
This sign may also be
selectively used in advance of high
volume pedestrian crossing
locations to add emphasis to the
crosswalk. The advance pedestrian
crossing sign provides more
advance warning to motorists than
crosswalk markings, and on some
occasions may be used when
crosswalk markings do not exist.
Where there are multiple
crossing locations which cannot be
concentrated to a single location, a
supplemental distance plate may be
">od (NEXT XXX FEETl_ Th,
advance pedestrian crossing signs
should not be co-mounted with
another warning sign (except for a
supplemental distance sign or an
advisory speed sign) to avoid
information overload. Care should
be taken in sign placement in
relation ro other signs to avoid sign
clutter and allow an adequate
motorist response. The MUTCD
specifies a 75 em by 75 em (30 in
by 30 in) sign size. However, it
may be helpful to use latger 90 cm
by 90 cm (36 in by 36 in) signs on
high speed or wider arterial streets.
The Pedestrian Crossing sign
(WIIA·2) is similat to the
Advance Pedestrian Crossing sign,
but has the crosswalk lines shown
on it. This sign is intended for use
at the crosswalk, which is the only
warning sign not used in advance
of the condition being warned
(except for the large arrow sign and
object markers). Because of its
placement and the mototist's
inability to distinguish and
comprehend the subtle difference
between the two signs (Wll·2
versus WIIA·2), its usefulness is
limited. If used, it should be
preceded by the advance crossing
•
warning sign and should be 1000ted
immediately adjacent to the
crossing point. To help alleviate
motorist confusion. a black and
ydlow diagonally downward
pointing arrow sign may be used to
supplement the pedestrian crossing
sign (WIIA~2).
The Playground sign (W15·1)
may be used in advance of a
designated children's play area to
warn motorists of a potential high
concentration ofyoung children.
This sign should generally not be
needed. on local or residential
Streets where children are expected.
Furthermore, play areas should not
be located adjacent to high speed
major or anerial streetS, or if so,
should be fenced. off to prevent
children from running into the
str~t.
CAUTION· CHILDREN AT
PLAY or SLOW CHILDREN
signs ate not valid MUTeD signs
and should not be used, since they
may encourage children to play in
the Street and may encourage
parents to be less watchful of their
children.6 These signs provide no
guidance to motorists in terms of a
safe speed. and the sign has no
l~ basis for determining what a
motorist should do. Furthermore.
motorists should expect children to
be "at play" in all residential areas.
and the lack ofsigning on some
str~ts may indicate otherwise. The
use of rhis non·standard sign may
imply that the local agency
approves ofstreen as playgrounds,
which may mult in extra
vulnerability to tort liability.
School Warning signs include
the advance school crossing signs
(51-I), the school crossing sign
(52·1), SCHOOL BUS STOP
AHEAD (53·1) and orhers. School
related traffic·concrol are discussed
in detail in Part VII (Traffic
Controls for School Areas) of the
MUTCD.
The MUTCD allows for the
development ofother specialty
warning signs based on engineering
judgement for unique conditions.
These signs can be designed to
alert unfamiliar mororists or
pedestrians of unexpected
conditions and should follow the
general criteria for the design of
warning signs. Their use should be
minimized to retain their
effectiveness and minimize sign
clutter.
PAVEMENT MARKINGS
Pavement word and symbol
markings such as "SCHOOL
XING" or "PED XING" may also
be used as motoriSt warning
devices. These may be helpful on
high speed arterial or major streets
with unusual geometries (such as
vertical or horizontal curves) in
advance of a pedestrian crossing
area. Markings should be white
and placed to provide adequate
2S
motorist response. Their use Insurance Institute for
should be kept to a minimum to Highway Safety, August, 1980. •
retain their effectiveness.
Considetation should be given 3. Saftty and Delay Impacts of
to snow conditions which may Right-Turn-on-Red, AASHTO
obliterate the markings during Task Force on Right~Turn~on~
portions of the year and the Red, American Association of
agency's ability to maintain these State Highway and
markings. If used. the word or Transportation Officials,
symbol markings shall be white Washington, DC. 1979.
and should generally be used in
each approach lane (except for the 4. H.W: McGee, "Accident
SCHOOL message). Pavement Experience With Right-Turn~
word markings need not be used on~Red." Tramportation
on both approaches to a crosswalk Rtsearch &cord 644,
if conditions differ between the Transportation Research
approaches. Board, Washington. DC,
All pavement word and symbol 1976.
messages require periodic
maintenance, and replacement 5. "Guidelines for Prohibition of
after resurfacing. If used. it is Turns on Red," ITE Technical
advisable to maintain an inventory Council Information Rtport,
of pavement stencils to assist in ITE Committee 4A~17, ITE
periodic monitoring and Journal. Institute of
maintenance. Transportation Engineers.
February 1984.
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SIGNALIZATION
numbers 3 and 4 relate directly to
pedestrians. and warrant number 6
also makes some refe~nce to
pedestrians. In reality, only a small
percentage of new traffic sig~als
have ~en installed based primarily
on pedestrian considerations. In
most cases traffic signals are
installed based on vehicular traffic
considerations. However, revisions
to the minimum pedestrian
volume warrant (warrant 3) are
expected to provide easier
justificalion of traffic signals based
on the needs of pedestrians.1,2
The revised minimum
pedestrian volume warrant states
that a traffic signal may be
warranted when the pedestrian
volume crossing the major street at
an intersection or mid~block
location during an average day is:
SIGNAL WARRANTS
Traffic signals are jmcnded to
assign the right-DE-way for
vehicular and pedestrian tnffic.
When installed appropriately,
traffic signals can provide many
~nefits. such as creating gaps in
heavy motor vehicle traffic for
pedestrians to cross safely at
intersections or midblock.
Unwarranted or improperly used
traffic signals can cause excessive
delay for pedestrians andlor motor
vehicles, signal disobedience, and
an increase in certain accident
types. Even where warranted,
traffic signal install:uions
commonly ~ult in an increase of
rear-end and toW accidents, bur
generally with a corresponding
reduction in more severe right-
angle accidents.
The Manualon Uniform
Traffic Control D~ius (MUTeD)
provides 11 separate warrants (see
Table 3) for installing new traffic
signals. I Note that warrant
•
•
]00 or more for each ofany
four (4) hours; or
190 or more during anyone
(I) hour.
When installed
appropriately,
traffic signals can
prOVide many benefits,
such as creating gaps
in heavy traffic
for pedestrians
to cross streets safely.
Warrant Tide
1 Minimum vehicular volume
2 Interruption of continuous traffic
3 Minimum Pedestrian volume
4 School crossings
5 Progressive movement
6 Accident experience
7 Systems
8 Combination of warrants
9 Four-hour volumes
10 Peak-hour delay
11 Peak-hour volume
Table 3.
Warrants for installing new traffic signals.
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These volume requirements
can be reduced by as much as 50
percent when the predominant
crossing speed is below 1.1 m per
second (3.5 feet per second) as
would be the case if rhere is a high
percentage of elderly pedestrians.
In conjunction with these volumes,
there shall be less than 60 gaps per
hour in the traffic sueam of
adequate length for pedestrians to
cross during the same period.
Simply meeting a warrant does
not necessarily justifY installation
of a traffic signal. Strong
consideralion must be given to
signal spacing, signal
synchronization, and sight
distances. It is not unreasonable to
expect a pedestrian to walk a block
out of his or her way to cross at an
exisling uaffic signal or a better
location. 'Where practical, it is
more desirable to signalize
intersections instead of midblock
crossing locations where drivers
may be less likely to expect
pedestrian crossings.
Warrant 6 (Accident
Experience) may be used to justify
a traffic signal if 5 or more
"correctable" collisions occur in the
previous 12 months, and at least
80 percent of the Minimum
Volume warrant (warrant 1), the
Interruption of Continuous Traffic
warrant (warrant 2), or the
Minimum Pedestrian Volume
warrant (warrant 3) is met.
Pedestrian collisions should be
considered when using the
Accident Experience warrant if the
pedestrian is in the process of
crossing the street in a reasonable
manner. However, past experience
shows that traffic signals are often
among the highest pedestrian
accident locations. Traffic signals
cannot be expected to reduce or
eliminate pedestrian collisions
unless the signal is designed,
operated and maintained properly
and if pedestrians and motorists
use reasonable care when crossing
and when driving.
PEDESTRIAN
SIGNALS
Pedestrian signals may be
needed at highly complex or multi·
phase traffic signals where
pedestrians regularly cross and
where confusion may exist.
Pedestrian signals may also be
needed for crossings ofwide streets
where the vehicle signal indication
does not provide ample signal
change (clearance) information to
pedestrians (Figure 8).
Pedestrian signal indications
consist of the symbolic man/hand
signal display or the
WALKJDONT WALK 'ign.!
display in conjunction with traffic
signals. The steady hand symbol
(or DONT WALK) indicates that
the pedestrian should not be: in the
street. The flashing hand symbol
(or flashing DONT WAlK) is a
clearance interv:a.l that means
pedesuians should not Stan
crossing, but should have enough
time to complete their crossing if
they are already in [he street (i.e.,
don't start).
The walking man symbol (or
WALK) indicates that pedestrians
may cross the street in the
direction of the signal. Pedestrian
signal displays are illustrated in
Figure 9. The WALKJDONT
WALK signals are currently
suitable alternatives to the (walking
man/hand) symbolic displays,
however, the nat vetSion of [he
MUTeD plans [0 phase our the
use of the word message at new
signal installations.
It has been well documented
that many pedesuians do nor
understand the meaning of the
pedestrian signal indications,
particularly the flashing hand (or
flashing DONT WAlK)} These
problems highlight the need for
more effective education of
pedestrians. Education should
include distribution of eduational
pamphlets or prognms through
schools, libraries, and community
centers as well as signage such as
the RIO-4B "PUSH BUTTON
FOR WALK (or Pedestrian
Figu..e 8
CrouwaIh, IraffiC signals, and pcdcnrian
.PgrWs give pedcnrians the: opponuni'Y (0
UO$$ wide strecu.
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to ones used in cities throughout
the U.S.
Besides a lack of
understanding, some pedestrians
violate signals due to impatience.
Motorists put pedestrians at tisk
when they run red lights and when
making tight and left turns while
failing to yield the tight~of~way to
pedestrians lawfully in the
crosswalk. Police enforcement is
often the best solution for these
problems.
Figure 9
P~destrian signal dis-
plays.1
Warrants for Pedestrian Signal
Indications
Pedestrian signal indications
need not be installed at all traffic
signals, especially if pedestrian
crossings are rare. Pedestrian signal
indications are normally required
under the following
circumstances: I
• When the traffic signal is
installed based on meeting the
Minimum Pedestrian Volume
or School Crossing Warrant.
• When an exclusive pedestrian
crossing interval is provided
(i.e. all conflicting vehicular
traffic is stopped for
pedestrians) .
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Symbol)" sign (see Figure 10).
Although not incorporated into the
MUTCD, an addhional pedestrian
education sign that may be used is
shown in Figure II and is similar
• When the vehicle signals are
not visible to pedestrians (such
as at one-way streets or "T"~
intersections) or when the
• Signalized intetsections at
established school crossing
locations.
vehicle indications are not in a
position to adequately serve
pedestrians.
• Crossings ofwide streets where
the vehicle signal does not
provide an adequate pedestrian
clearance interval.
Figure 10.
Example of an instmc-
donal sign for pedestrians
to activate the signal.
timed 2~phase traffic signals,
signalized locations with pedestrian
signals often do not result in any
different levels of pedestrian
crashes than signal locations
without pedestrian signal
indications. This may result ftom
low compliance to the pedestrian
signal and a false sense ofsecurity
associated with the walking man
(or WALK) signal. If pedestrian
signal indications are used, they
should have the same level of
maintenance as the vehicular signal
indications to help ensure
pedestrian compliance.
When pedestrians can only
cross a portion of the street to
a refuge island during the
crossing interval.
When multi-phase timing (as
with split phasing or left turn
arrows) is used and extra
guidance is needed for
pedestrians.
When optically programmed
signal heads or tunnel visors
are used and the traffic signal
is not visible to the pedestrian.
When pedestrian push buttons
are used.
It is also advisable to install
pedestrian signals under the
following conditions where
pedestrian crossings are common:
•
•
•
•
Studies have shown that for typical
4~leg intersections with concurrent
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TO CROSS
PUSH BUTTON
Pedestrian Signal Timing
For traffic signals at wide
intersections, pedestrian crossing
rimes are often the overriding
factor used in determining green
splits and cycle lengths. This also
often leads to using minimum
WALK and clearance (flashing
DONT WALK) intervals.
The MlTTCD recommends at
least a 4 to 7 second WALK
interval. However at times this may
present a dilemma to pedestrians who
see a flashing hand (or flashing
(10 ft) high so that it will not
normally be blocked by a car.
On wide streeu, it may be
advisable to install pedestrian
signals in the medians, panicularly
where there are high numbers of
elderly or visually impaired
pedestrians.
Visors should be used for the
pedestrian signal indication so that
the signal is not readily visible
outside of the crosswalk (to the
extent practical). This should
encourage more pedestrians to
cross in the crosswalk.
After the pedestrian signal is
installed, each crosswalk should be
inspected to make: sure that traffic
signs, ttee.S, utility poles and other
obstacles do not block the view of
me signal indic.nion. Periodic
maintenance of landscaping may
be needed to make sure the signal
indications remain unobstructed.
DONTSTART
DONTCROSS
WAlTON CURB
FINISH CROSSING
IF IN CROSSWALK
~
WATCH FOR
TURNING CARS
Location of Pedestrian Signal
Indications
The pedemian signal heads
must be positioned in alignment
with the crosswalk 50 they can be
seen by pedestrians while they are
waiting on the curb at the other
side of the street, and while
crossing the street. The base of the
signal housing is required to be
between 2.1 m (7 ft) and 3.1 m
STEADY
STEADY
FLASHING
Figure 11.
EnmpleQfan
educ:uional sign for
pedestrian signal
displays.
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DONT WALK display) before
they are more than one or two
lanes across the street. While in
actuality most pedestrians almost
always continue to cross rather
[han return to [heir Haning point,
h is desirable [Q provide a longer
WALK interval where possible.
A slower walking speed should
be used for calculadng [he
clearance interval at locations wi[h
high numbers of elderly
pedestrians. In me absence of a
specific study, a walking speed of
0.9 to 1.2 m per second (3 to 4 ft:
per second) is recommended.
Pedestrian Push·Button
At locations with actuated
traffic signals and signals where
pedestrian aclivity is infrequent
(and pedestrian phasing is not
warranted on a fidl·time basis), the
use of pedestrian.actuated signals
(i.e. push-bunons) may be
justified. Pedestrian push.bunons
are appropriate where occasional
pedestrian movements occur and
adequate opponunities do not exist
for pedestrians to cross. Where no
pedestrian signals are present,
actuadon of the push-buttons may
be used [0 extend the green phase
[Q allow pedestrians sufficient
crossing time. Push·bunon
detectors may also be used whh
pedestrian signals to extend the
time for a longer pedestrian
crossmg.
Pedestrian push-bunons
should be mounted a maximum of
1.1 m (3.5 ft:) above the sidewalk
and placed in a conspicuous,
convenient location, preferably
next to the curb ramp where the
pedestrian will cross. In all cases
the push-button must be accessible
to a pedestrian in a wheelchair.
Such placement will enhance
pedestrian compliance and use of
me push bunon.
Signs such as PUSH
BUlTON FOR WALK SIGNAL
are needed wim me actuation
devices to explain their meaning
and use. When two actuation
devices are placed close together for
crossings in different direcdons
(e.g. at intersections), it is
important to indicate which
crosswalk signal is controlled by
each push-button (e.g., PUSH
BUlTON TO CROSS
CENTRAL AVE or the standard
arrow symbol indicadng which
street to cross). Push-bunon
devices may also be needed on
medians and refuge islands where
signal timing does not allow
pedestrians to cross the comple[e
street width during me signal
phase.
The following are
recommendadons to improve me
effectiveness of pedestrian push-
buttons.
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study found that the len turn
vehicle-pedestrian accident rate was
twice that involving righHurning
vehicles.4 Potential solutions to
pedestrian collisions involving
right- or left-turning vehicles in
some situations include:
It is best to use push~buttons
that are large and do not require a
substantial amount of force to
activate. This will make it easier to
use by young children, elderly and
pedestrians with disabilities.
Figure: 12.
Right.tutn·on~red restrictions can improve
pedestrian safety.
•
•
Repair and maintain the push-
button as necessary so that it is
always operating properly.
Assure pedestrians that the
push button is responsive to
pedestrians by displaying the
WALK signal withi~ a
reasonable amount of time
after the button is pushed (Le.,
preferably within 30-60
seconds).
•
•
•
•
Design compact intersections
with small turning radii which
force slower turning speeds.
This may not be practical
where large truck traffic exists.
Prohibit right-turn~on-red
(Figure 12). However,
consideration should be give
to the potenrial increase in
right-turn-on-green conflicts.
Where channelized right-turn
slip lanes are used to
accommodate high right-turn
volumes or truck traffic, place
the crosswalk as far upstream
as possible to make pedestrians
more visible to the right-
turning driver.
Use a separate left-turn phase
for motorists (where
pedestrians cannot cross
during the len-turn interval).
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Left and Right Turn Phasing
Thirty-seven percent of all
pedestrian accidents at signalized
intersections involve len- or right-
turning vehicles. One national
The prohibition of a turn
movement may shift the problem
w another location and have a very
negative effect on vehicle capacity
and delay. However, heavy
•pedestrian volumes may justify left~
turn prohibitions.
Partial Crossings
Walking distances at some
wide intersections may be excessive
even for very mobile pedestrians.
These intersections require long
pedestrian clearance intervals, and
often result in the minimum
walking man (or WALK) intervals.
At congested intersections,
especially with high volume left
turns and four or more phases, the
pedestrian timing requires a high
percentage of the cycle length. This
can often result in pedestrian
timing dictating the length of the
green phase. However, for
pedestrian convenience and
compliance, it is highly desirable to
cross an entire approach in one
signal cycle.
Where partial crossings are
used, the following are
recommended:
• Use raised channelizing islands
(particularly for righHurn
lanes) to reduce the curb·to·
curb walking distance and
signal cycle lengths.
• Construct a median refuge
island to reduce the walking
distance. Where pedestrians
can only cross to the refuge
island on one interval and the
signal is actuated, push~
buttons must be installed on
the median island. Median
widths should be 3 m (10 ft)
or wider to provide space for
groups of pedestrians.
& a last resort, pedestrian
crossings may be prohibited at one
crossing and redirected to another
crossing at the intersection or a
nearby intersection. However, if
the pedestrian movement across
one approach of a four~legged
intersection is prohibited, a
pedestrian may have to cross the
other three legs of the intersection
to reach the intended corner. This
could greatly increase the walking
distance and the exposure to
conflicting vehicle traffic. Thus, a
balance is needed between motor
vehicles and pedestrians.
Pedestrian Signal in a
Coordinated Signal System
The accommodation of
pedestrians in a coordinated signal
system may significantly influence
the effectiveness of the signal
system. It is not unusual to have
signalized intersections where the
pedestrian timing needs exceed
those for its companion vehicular
movement.
The length of the WALK and
flashing DONT WALK clearance
intervals can have a major impact
on the cycle length on a
coordinated signal system. This
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may result in longer cycle lengths,
which will result in longer waits for
proestrians and vehicles on minor
strttt approaches to traffic signals.
One solution is to design the
system timing to operate without
the pedestrian riming unless
pedestrian actUation is detea:ed.
Then when a pedestrian push
button is activated, the local
intersection is disconnected from
the system for one cycle to service
the pedestrian movement. While
this may work for areas with low
pedesttian volumes, frequem
pedesttian activations will severely
disrupt the efficiency of me system.
If high num~rs of pedestrian
crossings exist, it is best to
accommodate the pedestrian on
every cycle and minimize the need
for pedestrian actuation.
Pedestrian Signal Phasing
Five signal phasing alternatives
exist to accommodate pedestrian
crossings at signalized intersections.
The second and third alternatives
have not ~en used in North
Carolina.
1. Standard (concurrrnt) timing - a
walking man (or WAlK)
indication is displayed
concurrently with the green
light for motorists on the
parallel street. Left or right
turning motorists mwt yield to
pedestrians in the crosswalk.
2. Early "kJzJ~ ofp~dtstrian;~ the
signal displays red for the
parallel vehicle movemem,
particularly the right turn,
while the walking man (or
WAlK) signals are displayed.
The vehicular traffic then gets
a green signal indication.
3. lAu "kase ofJKd~strilln;­
vehicles on the parallel street
get a green signal indication
before pedestrians get the
walking man (or WAlK)
indication.
4. Exclruiue pedestrian phasing ~
All vehicular traffic is stopped
while pedestrians are allowed
to cross in any crosswalk.
5. Scrambkp~dtstrian phasing-
All vehicular traffic is stopped
while pedemians are allowed
to cross in any crosswalk or
diagonally across the
intersection.
In actual practice, the
concurrem signal timing is
appropriate in most applications.
Early or late release of pedestrians
may be appropriate where there is a
very high volume of right or left
turning traffic. Left-turn phasing is
an example of late or early release
of pedestrians (depending on the
use of leading or lagging left turns
res~ively). Under rare
circumstance5 where: there are very
high pedestrian volumes (more
than 1.200 pedestrians per day)
and vehicle flow and signal
synchronization is not a concern,
the exclusive pedestrian phase or
scramble phasing may be used.
Studies of various pedestrian
signal phasing reveal thar overall
delay is lowest when using the
standard or concurrent signal
timing. Exclusive or scramble
pedestrian intervals may be safer
for pedestrians where there are very
high pedestrian crossing volumes
(over 1.200 pedestrians per day),
but results in the highest overall
delay. IfSCI'2Jllble timing is used,
the clear.rnce interval must be
based on the longest crossing
which is usually one of the
diagonal crossings.
Considerations for Persons with
Disabilities
Pedestrians with disabilities
may include those with a lack of
mobility, swnina, visual impairments,
hearing impairments and others.
While it may be impossible to
accommodate everyone, reasonable
measures should be taken to make
sure all pedestrian push.buttons are
visible, unobstructed and accessible
to persons in wheelchairs, and the
clearance interval will
accommodate the population that
the signal is intended to serve.
Accommodation of blind and
visually impaired pedestrians at
uaffic signals presents a unique
challenge to the traffic engineer.
Many visually impaired pedestrians
are taught to use audible cues from
the traffic to determine when it is
appropriate to cross. When this is
not possible there is onen a request
to install audible pedestrian signals.
While audible pedestrian
signals may be appropriate near a
school for the blind or community
centers where large numbers of
visually impaired pedestrians cross
(and where they are taught to use
the audible signal properly), this
~ of signal may provide a &lse
sense of security and may not have
the desired bene6t. In addition
there are no warrants for audible
pedestrian signals and no
standardization in the audible
message which may lead to
confusion to pedestrians.
Therefore, the use of audible
pedestrian signals should be left to
the judgment of the local traffic
engineer based on site specific
conditions and the characteristics
of the pedesuian population that
routinely uses the intersection.
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CHAPTER 6
CROSSWALKS, CURB RAMPS
& REFUGE ISLANDS
Crossing a street at an
intersection or designated
midblock crosswalk generally
requires a pedestrian to proceed
from a sidewalk, clown a curb
ramp, through the crosswalk, up
the curb ramp. and onto the
sidewalk. If the street is excessively
wide or if traffic volumes are
extremely heavy, a refuge island
may he encountered in the middle
of the street. This chapter discusses
the design criteria for these three
elements associated with crossing
the street (Figure 13).
CROSSWALKS
A crosswalk is defined as the
portion of roadway designated for
pedestrians to use in crossing the
street. Crosswalks may be marked
or unmarked. At intersections,
there is no legal difference between
a marked or unmarked crosswalk.
If no markings are present, the
width of the sidewalk or path
extended across the street defines a
legal crosswalk. Where markings
are present, the legal crosswalk is
defined by such markings. While
markings are not always needed at
intersections. they are needed to
designate a midblock crosswalk.
In the 1950's and 1960's,
crosswalk markings were thought
of as a public service under the
assumption that marked crosswalks
were generally safer than unmarked
crosswalks, and the more the
better. Studies conducted since that
time have produced mixed results
with respect to the safety benefits
of marked crosswalks.
Two studies indicated that
marked crosswalks were successful
in encouraging more pedestrians to
cross within the markings. but that
pedestrian safety may he reduced at
unsignalized intersections where
marked crosswalks are used.1,2 One
of the conclusions of these findings
was that pedestrians may "fed
safer" within a marked crosswalk
and expect motorists to act more
A crosswalk
is defined
as the portion
of roadway
designated
for pedestrians
to use in crossing
the street.
---------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------
Figw:e13.
Properly designed crosswalks, curb ramps
and refuge islands can greatly enhance a
pedestrian's ability ro cross a street.
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cautiously. In reality, crosswalk
markings are not as visible to
motorists as they are to pedestrians.
and the pavement markings cannot
StOP an inanentive or impaired
driver. Another research effort
showed marked crosswalks to be as
safe or safer than unmarked
crosswalks foc"all conditions
studied.3
In practice, marked crosswalks
are typically assumed to be most
beneficial at signalized
intersections. particularly in urban
areas and where pedestrian signals
(i.e., walking man/hand signals) are
present. The use of marked
crosswalks is discouraged at
midblock locations and at
unsignalized intersections of high.
speed roads. This is panicularly
important where sight distance
restrictions exist since pedestrians
may be encouraged to step into the
street in from ofa motor vehicle,
and motorists may not see crossing
pedestrians in time to stop.
Placement
Crosswalks should be placed in
accordance with the Manual on
Unifonn Traffic Control Dtvius
(MUTCD).4 A summary of the
MUTCD provisions for crosswalk
markings is provided in Table 4.
Other criteria, based on various
levels of pedestrian and vehicle
volumes, have also been developed
to assist in determining when and
where crosswalk markings may be
beneficial.5 & shown in Figure 14,
if the combination ofpedestrian
and vehicle volumes are great
enough to produce an intersecting
value to the right of the
appropriate curve, then a crosswalk
may prove to be beneficial on that
particular leg of the intersection.
Note that the chart does take into
account the type of pedestrian,
number oflanes, presence or
absence of a refuge area, and also
assumes that the basic criteria
(shown in the top right~hand
corner) have been met.
Perhaps the most essential tool
for use in determining crosswalk
placement is engineering
judgement. No set of guidelines
can cover every situation or
guarantee improved safety.
Agencies should strive for
uniformity to give motorists and
pedestrians a consistent,
predictable traffic environment.
Overuse should be avoided to
maximize: the effectiveness of those
crosswalks that are marked. Based
on pa$[ collective knowledge,
marked crosswalks are generaLly
recommended at the following
locations:6
• Signalized intersections with
pedestrian indications where
pedestrian crossings are
common.
• Locltions where a marked
crosswalk can concentrate or
channelize multiple pedestrian
crossings to a single location.
• Locations where there is a need
to delineate the optimal
crossing location, which is
unclear due to confusing
geometrics or traffic
operations.
Condition Lt:vel Requirement Description
Shill Have 15 em (6 in) minimum width markings of solid white lines.
Should Have 1.8 m (6 ft) minimum [3 m (10 ft) desirable) crosswalk width.
Be used where substantial pedenrian/vehicle con8ias exist.
Be used at appropriate points of pedestrian concentration or where pedestrians
could not otherwise r«ognize the proper place: to cross (e.g., loading islands,
mid·block pedestrian crossings).
Not be used indiscriminately.
Be installed based on an engineering study iflocated other than at a STOP sign
or traffic signal.
Have advance warning signals installed at mid-block crossings where pedestrians
are not expected, and allow for restriction of parking for adequate visibility.
May Be marked with white diagonal or longitudinal lines (parallel to vehicle traffic)
for added visibility.
Omit the transverse crosswalk lines when the extra diagonal or longitudinal
markings are added.
Use unique markings for diagonal crossings at signals when an appropriate
exclusive pedestrian phase is used.
Table 4. Recommended guidelines for crosswalk design and placcment:~
The MUTD has mree condition levds mat apply to me design and implementation of traffic control devices: SHALL implies a mandato-
ry condition; SHOULD implies an advisory condition; and MAY implies a permissive condition.
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Figure 14. Guide-
lines for crosswalk
inswlation at
uncontrolled inter-
sections and mid-
block crossings.6
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• Approved school crossings or at
crossings on recommended safe
routes to school.
• Other locations with high
numbers of pedestrian
crossings (more than 25
pedestrians per hour) and/or
pedestrian/vehicle conflicts.
Midblock crosswalks are
generally discouraged, particularly
on streets with motor vehicle
speeds of75 kph (45 mph) or
higher. Mototists are least likely to
expect pedestrians (0 cross
midblock, and it is reasonable to
expect pedesttians to walk less than
a block out of their way to a better
crossing location.
Where it is considered
desirable to install midblock
crosswalks, advance pedesttian
warning signs should be used to
warn motorists of pedestrian
crossing activity (see Chapter 4 for
more information on
pedestrian/motorist signing). The.
use of signs is especially important
in jurisdictions where marking
maintenance is low. Also markings
may be difficult to see during
adverse weather conditions.
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Design
Due to operational concerns
with narrow crosswalks and rhe
costs associated with installation, it
is recommended that wider
crosswalks with wider pavement
markings be installed than is
required by the MtrrCD. It is
suggestfil. that a 3 m (IO-ft) wide
crosswalk be installed, while wider
crosswalks may be used where
higher pedestrian volumes exist or
where it is desirable to increase the
conspicuity of the crosswalk.
Similarly, crosswalk lines of 25 to
30 em (10 to 12 in) in width are
recommended with wider lines or
advanced StOP lines used when
greater emphasis is considered
hdpful.
..,'
.. n·:.:"
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The crosswalk markings musr
align with the curb ramp so thar a
pedestrian in a wheelchair or
otherwise in need of the ramp
should be able to access the ramp
without having to leave the
crosswalk. Figure IS shows
recommended crosswalk placemenr
for various whedchair ramp
designs.7
Thee different designs. as
shown in figure 16. are typically
used to designate crosswalks. The
standard crosswalk consists of two
paralld white lines (scenario a).
However, diagonal (scenario b) or
longitudinal (scenario c) lines may
be used for increased
emphasis. The l:mer two are
referred to as "high-visibility"
Figu~ 15. Crou-
walk pla«ment in
accordance with
variow ramp
designs.6
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Figure 16.
Typical aosswalk
markings.'
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Figure 17
High-visibility markings such as longitudi-
nallines may be: used in crosswalks for
increased emphasis.
markings (Figure 17).
There is no evidence to prove
that more crosswalk markings will
provide safer conditions, and there
is no requirement to install high-
visibility markings. There are
offsetting concerns of an increased
false sense of security to pedestrians
on the one hand with improved
conspicuity to motorists and
greater pedestrian recognition of
the designated crosswalk on the
other. Without conclusive accident
studies to compare the relative
value of each design, these extra
markings seem to he of
questionable value when compared
to their installation and
maintenance costs.
High-visibility crosswalks may
be used at those locations where
greater motorist information is
considered beneficial and where
pedestrians may not be expected to
cross (e.g., midhlock) or where
there are substantially higher
pedestrian crossing volumes. These
crossings are generally not
recommended where other traffic
control exists (such as STOP signs
and traffic signals) or at all marked
crosswalk locations since the extra
emphasis will be diminished at
those locations where it is needed.
When used, the 30·cm (l2·in) line
with the 60~cm (24~in) gap will
provide the most cost~effective
pattern. It may also be helpful to
consider vehicle tire paths when
selecting the spacing of markings
for the ladder or continental
crosswalk designs to reduce
maintenance needs.
Consideration should also be
given to the slipperiness of the
marking surface where wet weather
or snow conditions exist. If this
problem occurs, an alternate
marking pattern or more slip-
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Figure 18.
Measurement of curb ramp slopes
{from Appendix C).a
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SECTION B'B
Figure 19.
Side treatments for curb ramps
(from Appendix Cl,8
resistant crosswalk materials should
be considered.
Crosswalks marked with
buttons or reflective raised
pavement markers (RPMs) are
generally not m:ommended. Any
rumble effect given to mototists at
this point is provided too late for
use as advance warning, and the
pedestrians who walk along the
lines may trip on the RPMs. RPMs
are also detrimental to wheelchairs
and bicyclists and snow plows may
displace the markers. RPMs may
be used upstream from a crosswalk
in conjunction with advance
pedestrian warning signs in an
attempt to enhance motorist
awareness of the upcoming
crosswalk.
Other factors that should be
considered in the design and
installation ofcrosswalks include:
PLAN VIew
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• Adequate sight distance for the painted crosswalks less desirable
motorist and pedestrian should than longer lik plastic materials
exist. This includes and ultimately more expensive (0
examination ofon~nreet maintain. However. plastic
parking, StTeet furniture (e.g., pavement markings are more
mailboxes, utility poles, difficult [0 remove, often requiring
newspaper stands), and special equipment.
landscaping. It is desirable to maintain an
inventory of crosswalk locations for
• Marked crosswalks should not periodic maintenance and
be located immediately monitoring purposes. Once
downstream from bus StopS, installed, the crosswalks should be
traffic signals or other marked monitored. for continued In accordance
cro~. applicability and usefulness. When with the Americans
no longer useful. crosswalk removal with Disabilities Act,
• An examination of street may be coordinated with a srttC( curb ramps
lighting should be oondueted. resurfacing project. shall be provided
It is advancageow to locate a wherever an accessible
marked crosswalk at a CURB RAMPS
route crosses a curb,
strttdight, panicularly if Properly designed curb ramps
nighnime crossings are allow for a safe and efficient and shall be
common. transition from the elevated wholly contained
sidewalk surface to the street within the crosswalk.
• When possible, it is best to surface or vice versa. It is ._._-_.__ .. _-_ ...... __.•.....
mark crosswalks at 90 degrees important that these ramps be
to vehicle traffic to designate designed and installed to meet the
the shortest path for needs of those persons for whom
pedestrians to minimize they were intended. i.e.• the
exposure to uaffic and to avoid' physically disabled, elderly, and
having the pedestrian's back others who are physically
turned to traffic. challenged.
Maintenance
Marked crosswalks should be
kept in good condition and should
be removed when no longer
needed. Shorter service life. longer
dry times and the need for more
extensive barricading makes
Placement
In accordance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act,
curb ramps shall be provided
whe~er an accessible route crosses
a curb. The ramps shall be wholly
contained within the crosswalk, as
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Curb ramps that service
adjoining crosswalks should be
separated as much as possible.
Curb ramps should be located
outside the direct line of travel
to aid blind pedestrians
searching for a curb edge, but
should still remain within the
crosswalk.
Curb ramps should be located
to prevent their obstruction by
parked vehicles.
previously shown in Figure 15.
Diagonal ramps are not
recommended; instead, one ramp
should be used for each crossing
direction. However, if diagonal
ramps are used, a minimum 1.2~m
(4-ft) clear space is required at the
bottom of the ramp to allow
pedestrians in wheelchairs enough
room to maneuver into the
appropriate crosswalk without
entering the motor vehicle lane.
Other considerations for the
placement of curb ramps are as
follows:?
Figure 20.
A tactile curb ramp.
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• Curb ramps should not be
placed so that pedestrians have
to cross storm water grates or
inlets, manhole covers, or other
access lids.
The NC DOT's guidelines for
curb cuts and ramps are given in
Appendix C.
Design
The slope of a curb ramp
(measured as shown in Figure 18)
shall not exceed 1:12 in order to
comply with the ADA. If the curb
ramp is located where pedestrians
would normally walk across the
ramp, or where it is not protected
by handrails or guardrail, then
flared sides should be used as
shown in Figure 18. The flared
sides should have a maximum
slope of 1:12. If the curb ramp is
located where pedestrians would
not normally cross it, then
returned curbs, like the one shown
in Figure 19, may be used. The
minimum width of a curb ramp,
exclusive of the flared sides. shall
be 1 m (40 inches).
The surbce of a curb ramp
should ~ stable. firm, and slip-
resistant. The texture: of the ramp
should be coarse enough so that it
is not slippery when wet, yet
smooth enough not to cause
problems for whedchair users. The
ADA's requirements for racri1e curb
surfaces arc: currently being
tn-iewed (Figure 20).
Maintenance
A program of routine
maintenance should be developed
to inspect and dean curb ramps.
and to repair any damage noted
during the inspections. During the
winter. effortS must be made to
remove all snow, ice and any debris
len from deicing agents as soon as
possible.
REFUGE ISLANDS
Pedestrian refuge islands are
defined as the areas within an
intersection or between lanes of
traffic where pedestrians may safely
wait until vehicular traffic clears,
allowing them to cross a street.
Refuge islands. like the one shown
in Figure 21, are commonly found
along wide. multilane Streets where
~estrians may not be able to
safely cross without adversely
affecting motor vehicle traffic Row.
These islands provide a resting area
for pedestrians. panicularly those
who are disabled. elderly, or
otherwise unable to completely
cross an inte~ion within the
available gap or provided signal
time.
Refuge islands also provide
pedestrians with the advantage of
having to search for vehicles in one
direction only as they cross from
the curb to the island or from the
island to the curb. The delay for
pedesrtians can also be reduced
significantly. One stUdy found that
pedestrians crossing an undivided.
multilane street may experience
delays 10 rimes longer than the
delay incurred crossing a street
with a median.9
The effect of refuge islands
and medians on pedestrian safety is
unclear. Studies have reported both
in~ and decreases in accidents
after pedestrian islands have b«n
insta.I1ed. However, a 1978 study in
-~-~-----------
rJgW't 21.
RefUge islands allow pedestrians to cross
one direction of traffic, wait ifnoc.cuary.
and then aoss me omer direction of
=ff"
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Refuge islands
are recommended
for wide, two-way
streets with high
traffic volumes,
high travel speeds,
and large
pedestrian volumes.
_._-_.~~-
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western Australia indicated that the
rate of pedestrian accidents at a
four-lane unsignalized intersection
was reduced [0 11.5 percent of its
original level when raised median
islands were insta.lled. 10
Placement
Pedestrian refuge islands may
be installed at intersections or
midblock locations deemed
appropriate through engineering
studies. Refuge islands should be
considered during the design of
complex intersections or streets
rather than after construction has
been completed. They must be
visible at all times with the
stopping sight distance as the
minimum distance requirement.
Refuge islands should be designed
to minimize the potential hazard to
motorists and pedestrians alike.
Refuge: islands can be
beneficial under certain conditions
but may involve some tradeoffs
and can cause inaeased problems
if not designed and installed
properly. The typic:a.l conditions
where refuge islands can provide
the greatest benefit, and thus are
recommended, include:6
• Wide, two-way meets (four
lanes or more) with high traffic
volumes, high travel speeds,
and large pedestrian volumes;
• Wide streets where the elderly,
people with disabilities, and
child pedestrians cross
.eguwly;
• Stl'ttts with insufficient gl'ttn
signal phasing time for safe
pedestrian crossing during a
single phase.
• Wide, two-way intersections
with high traffic volume and
significant numbers of crossing
pedestrians; and
• Low volume side street traffic
demands with insufficient
green time to cross.
Seven-lane streets, with a
center two-way left-tum lane, are
not very "pedestrian friendly." It is
more desirable to construct a six-
lane street with a raised median
that includes left tum slots at
intersections. This will provide a
better continuous pedesuian refuge
island and allow for a landscaping
buffer between tnffic flows for
improved aesthetics.
To avoid pedestrian problems
with refuge islands, they should be
of sufficient width for safe
pedestrian storage. Consideration
should also be given to large trucks
which could encroach over the
refuge island and strike a
pedestrian. It is also impottant to
avoid other potential problems,
such as conditions in which the
roadway alignment obscures the
island, thereby making it likdy for
vehicles ro drive into rhe island.
In areas where refuge islands
are designed and maintained
properly. the advantages to
pedestrians are many. including:6
Design
Pedestrian refuge islands
should be designed in accordance
with the AASHTO policy and the
MUTeD requirements.4,11
Design considerations should
include:
• Signallzed intersections where
• Reducing pedestrian crossing the total length of crosswalk
time by splitting crossing cannot be readily travelled in
distances (Le.. providing staged one pedestrian phase should be
crossing of pedestrians). constructed with refuge
thereby reducing green time islands. Special consideration
required for pedestrian should be given to
crossing phase; intersca:ions where a large
number ofelderly pedestrians
• Providing pedestrians with a and/or people with disabilities
resting place when crossing will be present. Special
wide roads or intersections; consideration also should be
given to complex or irregularly
• Providing a pedestrian storage shaped intersections where
area; islands could provide a
pedestrian with the
• Increasing the capacity of the opportunity to rest and
intersection with a near~side become oriented to the flow of
island that provides a better oncoming traffic.
location for the stop bar;
• Raised curbs with cUHhrough
• Loading and unloading transit ramps at pavement level or
riders (although curbside curb ramps should be provided
locations provide a better for wheelchair users. Cut·
alternative); and through ramps should be
graded to drain quickly and
• Providing location for traffic should also have special
control and utiliry pole provisions to assist the visually
installations. impaired in identifying the
refuge island. I.slands with
ramps should have a level area
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at least 1.2 m (4 ft) long at the • Guidestrips for the blind
same level as the top of the should be considered,
raised median to provide a particularly if they are
level area for wheelchair users. provided on other nearby
facilities.
• The smallest curbed island that
should be considered is 4.6 • No obstruction to visibility by
square meters (50 square feet) such features as foliage,
for urban areas and 7.0 square barriers, or benches.
meters (75 square feet) for
rural areas with 9.3 square • Barriers that may be necessary
meters (100 square feet) to keep pedestrians from
prefetable fot both. Triangular stepping into traffic at
islands should not be less than impropet locations.
3.7 m (12 feet). and preferably
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CHAPTER7
SCHOOL ZONE PRACTICES
Traffic control in school areas
is a highly sensitive subject. Ifall
the demands of parents and others
were met, there would be many
more: police. adult crossing guards.
traffic signals, flashers, signs. and
crosswalks. However, past
experience has shown that school
crossing controls requested by
parents, teachers and others are
often unnecessary, costly, and tend
to lessen the respect for traffic
controls that arc warranted. Safe
and efficient 'traffic control can
best be obtained through uniform
application of realistic policies,
pra.ctices and standards developed
through engineering studies (Figure
22).
Pedestrian safery depends in
large part on public education and
an understanding of accepted
methods for efficient traffic
control. Nonuniform procMures
and devices cause confusion among
pedestrians and vehicle operators,
and can contribute to accidents. In
order to achieve uniformity of
traffic concrol near schools.
comparable traffic situatjons must
be treued in the same manner.
Each traffic control device and
control method must fulfill a
Figure 22.
Properly designed facili-
ties in school ronts are
nee.esury (0 ue:ue a we
environment for children.
A school area
traffic safety program
consists of two parts:
the physical facilities
and the operation plan.
It requires a partnership
among traffic engineers,
school officials,
parents and students.
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specific function related to specific
traffic conditions.
Pedestrians under the age of I5
experience a pedestrian collision
involvement twice that of all
pedestrians. Five through eight
years old are the most common
ages for child-pedestrian accidents.
Young children are not able to
judge the speed of apPco2ching
vehicles, nor the adequacy of gaps
in traffic. and their peripheral.
vision is not well developed. Young
children are also often inattentive
and careless in crossing streets.
Despite this, the trip a child walks
(0 and &om school, in general, is a
safer one in rdation to other
pedestrian activities of children.
SCHOOL SAFETY
PROGRAM
School area traffic safety
requires a partnership between
traffic engineers, school officials,
parents and students. The lack of
commitment by anyone of the
panners will seriowly diminish the
safc:ty program.
A school area traffic safety
program consists of two parts: The
physical facilities and the operation
plan. Sidewalks and walkways
separate school children &om the
flow ofvehicular traffic, and along
with fencing, driveway and school
location are a key part of the
physical facililies for walking
school children. The operation
plan coruislS of the traffic control
devices and the supervisory/comrol
demenlS for the school walking
trip.
The selection of the
appropriate school wne traffic
comrol is dependent upon the
traffic characteristics, school
location, the number ofstudenlS
crossing. and the ages of the
students. In gener:a.l, the most
effective school wne traffic control
includes well-trained adult crossing
guards. On~site school safety near
bus loading areas, driveways, and
parent loading zones often require
adult supervision, generally by
teachers or teacher aids.
School Location and On-Site
Safety
Site selection and school layout
are some of the most important
factors in obtaining safe traffic
conditions near schools. Donated
land or land presently owned by
the school district may not always
be the best site for a school. Sites
should be of sufficient size to
accommodate the school buildings,
playgrounds and athletic areas,
bicycle and motor vehicle parking
areas, bus loading areas and parent
pick-up woes.
The school site must be readily
accessible &om the street network
to avoid traffic congestion that
may put pedestrians at risk. In
addition. schools must be
accessible to students in
wheelchairs. h may also be
advisable to provide separate
bikeways and sidewalks at schools
or wider sidewalks to
accommodate the many users
adjacent to schools.
School sites should have
separate parking areas for teachers.
Students and visitors. Bus loading
areas should always be separated
from all other vehicle traffic.
Driveways should be located to
minimize crossings by students.
and srudents should never be
required to cross parking areas.
Elementary schools and middle
schools should be located inside
residential neighborhoods, close [0
the students that the school is
serving. The need to cross major
streets on foot should be
minimized. Elementary schools
should not be located on high
speed major meets. It may be best
for school districts to change
school boundaries or institute
busing rather than expose young
children to crossings ofwide
arterial streets with high volumes
or high speed rraffic.
Sites for high schools are
generally larger, requi~
substantially more on-site parking
areas. and are generally located on
coUector streets or major arterials.
Driveway and school crossing
locations should be coordinated
with local traffic engineers to
optimize existing traffic control
and provide optimal spacing for
future traffic signals.
Parking shall be restricted at
driveways and in adV2Jlct of all
school crossing areas. Such parking
restrictions protect school children
by maximizing their visibility to
mOtoClSts.
School fencing or other
pedestrian barriers should be wed
to control student crossings and
direct students to optimal crossing
loeations that can be better
supervised. Crossing and student
loading areas adjacent to the school
should be reviewed for street
lighting. panicularly where student
activity occurs during the hours of
darkness. Street lighting also helps
reduce the incidence of V2Jldalism
at the school site.
School Operating Plan
Each school should establish a
program which includes a safe
walking trip to school. utilizing
existing traffic controls to the
extent practical. and work with
local officials to identify areas
requiring improvements in
accord.a.nce with the ITE
Recommended Practice School Trip
Sttfity Program Gujtk/ines.2 In
addition a supervision and control
plan should be adopted by each
schooL
The six steps in developing a
school program based upon the
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Figure 23.
Warning signs
used to alert
motorists to
schools and
scllOol crossings.
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51_1 52-13." If ,," 3.-.3."
Schoo' Trip S4ftty I+ogmm
GuitkJines are:
1. Set up the school trip safety
process.
2. Identify deficiencies in routes.
3. Designate route maps fat safe
roUtes to school.
4. Select route improvements and
control measutes.
5. Implement route
improvements.
6. Evaluate routines periodically.
$'d<w.>J1u and ...Ikway,
. should exist along all designated
safe school routeS. Crosswalk
markings att helpful in designating
and directing students along the
safe school route. Traffic signals are
sometimes needed to create
adequate gaps in vehicular traffic at
school crossings to allow children
time to cross major sneets safely.
Factors such as sight distance,
accident history, vehicle speeds,
street width. age ofstudents and
other location and traffic
characteristics should be considered
in selecting the specific type of
traffic control appropriate at each
school crossing location.
Traffic signals are generally
warranted at established school
crossing locations when the
number of gaps in the traffic
stream during school crossing
periods is less than the number of
minuteS in chat same period.2
Traffic signals should not be
installed if there are only small
numbers of students crossing;
instead an alternate crossing
location or mode of transport
should be considered.
If installed under the School
Crossing warnnt, tr2.ffic signals
should be coordinated with
adjacent signals. and operate in an
actuated mode to minimize traffic
disruption. The signals should be
equipped with pedestrian signal
indications and pedestrian push
bunons. and the designated
crosswalks should be marked.
School traffic signals may require
adult crossing guards, particularly
for younger students.
School Advance warning signs
(51·1) should be installed in
advance of all school boundaries
and at major school crossings.
When used, the 52·1 School
Crosswalk sign shall be placed at
the school crosswalk, and must be
preceded by the 51·1 Advance
School warning sign. Both of these
signs are shown in Figure 23.
All decisions on the use of
traffic control devices near schools
should be coordinated with the
school principal or district
transportation director. The school
principal should be contacted to
coordinate any traffic control
changes or construction activities
near the school, even if not directly
related to the schooL
SCHOOL CROSSING
GUARDS
Supervision of crossing school
children should be carried out by
adult crossing guards and may be
supplemented by members of the
school safety patrol (Figure 24).
Control ofvehicular traffic can
only be exercised by police officers.
Crossing guards should be
considered when special problems
exist which make it necessary to
assist school children in crossing
safely. The primary functions of
crossing guards are:
• To instruct, direct and control
students crossing the streets
and highways at or near
schools.
• To assist teachets and parents
in the instruction of school
children in safe crossing
practices.
Crossing guards should
operate under the jurisdiction of
the local school district, police
department, or traffic engineering
department. Crossing guards
should normally be trained
employees (instead of unpaid
volunteers) for reliability and
insurance purposes. The decision
on where to place adult crossing
guards should be made jointly by
the school principal or
transportation director and local
traffic engineer. In the absence of
other guidelines, the following
criteria may be used to select
appropriate locations for crossing
guards:
Figure 24.
Crossing guards help
school children to
cross streets.
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• Uncontrolled marked
crOSS'N21ks. where there is not a
controlled crossing location
within 180 m (600 ttl, and
Urban Amu - 40 or more students
cross a street where there is more
than 350 vehicles per hour during
each of two hour crossing periods.
0'
Rural Art'aI ~ 30 or more students
cross a street where there is more
than 300 vehicles per hour during
each of two hour crossing periods.
• Whens~ limits c:xettd 60
kph (40 mph). the rural criteria
,hould b< wed.
• STOP sign controlled
intersections ofcollector or
arterial streets where there are
more than 500 vehicles per
hour during any period when
children are going to or from
school. and there are high
numbers of students crossing.
• Traffic signals where there are
high numbers of students
crossing and high turning
volumes or wide sueets.
Above all else. enginttring
judgment should dictate when and
where adult crossing guards are
needed based on an enginttring
study.
Crossing guards have an
important role in teaching children
traffic safety skills that they will use
whenever they cross a Street. In
order to command me respect of
both motorists and children.
proper appearance. equipment and
behavior is needed. Crisp
communication skills are essential.
including use of voice, hand
signals, whistle, head movement,
facial expression and body
position. Signals to motorists and
children must leave no confusion
as to whom is being addressed.3
It is recommended that
crossing guards wear an easily
recogniz.cd unifonn and be
equipped with a reflective safety
vest and STOP paddle. In practice.
school guards sddom wear
uniforms identical to the police.
and often a safery guard cap and
reflective, bright orange vest worn
over civilian clothes is all that is
used as the uniform. Crossing
guatds should be provided with
bright yellow or orange raincoats
for usc during wet weather
conditions.
Crossing guards need to be
constantly aware ofwhere children
and motorists are and to be alert to
any potentially dangerous situation
arising. Guards need to be familiar
with the different crossing
techniques for different types of
crossings and intersections. There
are also common hazardous
motorists' behaviors to be awarl:: of,
including s~l::d.ing, running of
stOp signs or rl::d lights, and
turning ll::ft quickly through a gap
in uaffic.
Guards also n~ to be abll:: to
asSI::SS sak gaps in traffic for their
own and thl:: childrl::n's protl::ction,
and to prevent panic stops by
motorists. Extra caution is needed
whl::n visibility is poor, especially in
wc:t wl::athl::r.3
A crossing guard training and
«rtification process that requires
periodic rc:fresher instruction
should be=: I::Srabli.shed to instruct
guards of their duties, and to teach
them how to work safdy with
traffic. Crossing guards should lx:
providw with an identification
card, a list of responsibilitil::S, and a
list of phonl:: numbers in the event
of an I::ml::rgency or if other
concl::rns arisl:: with students or
uafRc conditions at their crossing.
SCHOOL SAFETY
PATROL
School Sakty pauols offer a
way ofextending traffic safety
education beyond the classroom.
Careful instruction and supervision
of patrol members are essential if
the pauol is to be efficient and
helpful to other students.
If wed, the school safety pauol
should be organiud and
administl::rw by each school, with
thl:: school principal responsible for
dl::tl::rmining the overall school
sakty pauol policy. Administrative
rl::Sponsibility for actual opera.tion
of the patrol may lx: dell::gatw to
an individual teachl::r.
The school saFety patrol
members should hI:: selected nom
thl:: upper gradl:: levels, prl::ferably
not below the fifth grade. Qualitil::s
such as ll::adership and reliability
should be considered in selection,
and patrol Sl::rvice should be
voluntary and open to all who
qualify. Parrol members should
have written approval of parents or
gu=iians.
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TRAFFIC CALMING
STRATEGIES
CHAPTER 8
Neighborhood, residential
access (local) streets are designed to
carl)' low traffic volumes (less than
2,000 vehicles/day), at low speeds.
As traffic volumes increase on a
particular residential street, there is
a significant decrease in the actual
and perceived quality of life for the
residents who live on that street
because of safety, noise, and
pollution.
It has been found that volumes
exceeding 2,000 vehicles/day are
considered a problem by residents.
Local efforts to improve the
pedestrian environment on
neighborhood streets should try to
reduce the number of possible
conflicts (and the potential for
injury when the conflicts involve
speeding traffic) between cars and
other users (e.g., pedestrians and
children on bikes). Neighborhood
traffic control measures serve this
purpose by reducing the speeds
and/or volumes of motor vehicle
traffic.
An agency may find it
necessary to rate the relative need
of each location when allocating
funds for popular traffic control
measures. In cases where public
funding is not available,
neighborhoods may be willing to
pay the cost of installing these
measures themselves, as long as the
proposed location is reasonable and
otherwise fits the program criteria.
Two basic approaches can be
used to facilitate.pedestrian
movement, safety, and general
livability in neighborhoods:
I) installing physical controls
requiring vehicular diversion; and
2) managing traffic in place. The
primary difference between the
approaches is the extent to which
conflicts between vehicles and
pedestrians are separated.
CONTROLS INVOLVING
TRAFFIC DIVERSION
Neighborhood traffic control
measures related to traffic diversion
are geometric (physical) features
Two approaches
can be used
to facilitate
pedestrian
movement, safety,
and livability
in neighborhoods.
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that force or prohibit a specific
action such as a curn or a through
movement. Geometric features
have the advantages of being
largely self-enforcing and of
creating a visual impression that a
street is not intended for through
traffic. Their disadvantages relative
to other devices are their high COSt,
their negative impact on
emergency and service vehicles, the
loss of convenient access to some
parts of a neighborhood, and a
resulting increase in traffic on
nearby streets,
Such measures are also static
and must be appropriate at all
hours of the day and night. Several
examples of traffic control
measures are shown in Figure 25
and include street closures, cul-de-
sacs, and diverters. Each of these
treatments is discussed in more
detail below.
Figure 25.
Types of traffic diverters used for neighborhood traffic; control.
Street Closures
Street closures are generally
installed with curbs forming street~
ends, diagonals across intersections,
or bulbs at intersections that
restrict or limit vehicular traffic.
Landscaping is often included with
these measures to serve as a visual
cue to motorists, and as a visual
enhancement for the
neighborhood. Street closures may
adversely affect access by
emergency vehicles.
GUARDRAIL CLOSURE
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poets tel cbM .....
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Cul-de-saa
An intersection cul-de-sac is a
complete barrier of a street at an
intersection, leaving the block o~n
to local traffic at one end, but
physically barring the other. Thus,
a cul-de-sac represents the most
c::xtreme technique for deterring
traffic short of barring all traffic
from the street in question. A cui-
de-sac, however, can be designed to
allow emergency vehicles to pass
through, by use of mountable
curbs, or removable barriers.
Enforcement may be mJuiro:l. to
prevent other vehicles from passing
through.
Since a cul-de-sac is completely
effective at its task of preventing
through traffic, the choice ofwhere
or whether or nor to use it depends
largely on other aspects of traffic
movement. For example, a cul-de-
sac is less desirable in the vicinity
of flre, police, or ambulance
stations where emergency vehicle
movements are frequent. It is also
less desirable in areas where multi-
alarm fires are more likely.
The provision of other services
that require large vehicles, such as
school bus routing and sanitation
pick-up, also needs to be
considered when designing cui-de-
sacs. A cul-de-sac is desirable
adjacent to schools and parks,
where the vacated street can be
converted into additional play
space.
Cul-de-sacs are extremely
effeaive at limiting traffic volumes.
They normally reduce traffic to
that generared by the land uses that
are adjacent to the Street. Although
a cuI-de-sac is not a speed
attenuating device, it may serve
that purpose, since the street comes
to a dead end. However, cul-de-
sacs will generally mJuire
additional right-of-way dedication
on local streets, and must be large:
enough to accommodate a
sanitation truck or fire truck that
needs to turn around.
A cul-de-sac placed within the
block, rather than at one end,
~rforms the same function as an
intersection cul-de-sac. Mid-block
cul-de-sacs are typically used when
twO different traffic-generating
land-use types are adjacent to each
other. An example of this is when a
commercial area is backed by a
residential area. The cui-dc-sac is
placed at the transition so that the
commercial area is afforded the
access, yet its traffic does not
intrude into the residential area.
Diagonal Diverters
A diagonal diverrer is a barrier
placed diagonally across an
intersection to, in effect, convert
the intersection into two
unconnected streetS, each making a
sharp turn. The primary purpose
of a diagonal diverter is the same as
that of forced-tum channelization;
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that is, to break up the routes,
making travel through a
neighborhood more difficult, while
not actually preventing it,
Studies of systems of diverters
have shown that traffic on streets
with diverters can be reduced by
20 to 70 percent, depending on
the system of devices in the area.
In these studies, traffic on adjacent
streets with no diveners increased
by as much as 20 percent. These
devices have little to no effect on
speeding, other than in the
immediate area of the divener, and
a minimal effect on traffic safety.
Diverters and cuI-de-sacs
should only be used in cases where
a reasonable arterial or access street
alternative is available and easily
accessed, Otherwise, vehicular
traffic will simply reroute to other
residential streets and likely result
in similar problems on those
streets. Diverted traffic should be
directed to the nearby arterial
street, and signage should be used
with diverters to discourage
through motorists from entering
the neighborhood.
Public participation in
determining use and location of
diverters is essential to successfully
address traffic concerns of a
neighborhood. Residents should
have a voice in the design and
operation of the streets on which
they live. Community,
neighborhood, and political forces
also need to be in favor of these
controls before proceeding.
Careful thought needs to be
given to circulation patterns
resulting from djvertersfclosures. A
trial installation in the use of
barricades, barrels, or guardrails is
strongly recommended. A trial
period on the order of six to
eighteen months gives ample time
to collect data showing new traffic
patterns and to evaluate
community support again. In the
event of permanent installation,
small park features can be included
in the diverter/closure area to
further enhance pedestrian and
neighborhood surroundings.
MANAGING TRAFFIC
IN PLACE
When the nature of the street
system, community sentiment, or
the local political climate do no[
favor stree[ closures or diveners,
there are numerous effective
measures to manage traffic in place
and still provide improved
pedestrian surroundings. Each of
the measures to manage traffic in
place can be used in areas where
there is a desire to slow down
traffic and reduce collisions or
collision potential. While reducing
speeds and collisions, these
measures normally have small
effects on traffic volumes.
Cost may be an important
factor in finally deciding which
measures to use; however, some can
he installed inexpensively, using
temporary installation schemes.
Several of these measures are
shown in Figure 26, and all of
these measures have positive results
for pedestrian use and activities on
neighborhood streets.
Traffic Citcles
Traffic circles involve the use
of raised circular islands in the
center of an intersection. which
creates a one·way. circular flow of
traffic within the intersection area.
Traffic circles separate points of
conflict and often slow speeds of
vehicular traffic. l
Circles of an intermediate size
(e.g., 3 m (IO ft) in diameter),
have been used mainly as speed
control devices within the
intersection of two local streets.
such as the one shown in Figure
27. A secondary objective is to
reduce traffic volumes by using
them as a part of a group of citcles
or other devices that slow or bar a
driver's path.
The following three guidelines
regarding traffic circles have been
developed:
• If the objective is to reduce
traffic speeds along a section of
a residential street. two or
more traffic circles at adjacent
intersections should be used. A
single traffic circle will slow
traffic in the immediate
vicinity of the intersection, but
its impacts on traffic speed will
generally be confined to
within approximately 30 m
(100 ft) of the citcle.
• A traffic circle should not be
installed in an intersection
with a high volume ofleft·
turn movements. Many
motorists will make left turns
on the left of the circle. This
creates conflicts with traffic
approaching from the left.
• Circles should be designed
with mountable curbing on
the perimeter to accommodate
unusually large service
vehicles.
Chicanes
These are alternately placed
curb extensions into the street that
force motorists to drive in a
serpentine (zig.zag) pattern (see
Figure 26). The curb extensions
narrow the road to one lane, with
two·way operation. Chicanes are
effective at reducing speeds and
collisions. Installations result in
loss of on·street parking. so if
parking demand is high. this
measure may not be appropriate.
In such situations, parking controls
should be used.
Traffic circles
are raised
circular islands
in the center
of an intersection
that separate
points of conflict
and often slow
vehicular
traffic speeds.
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Chokers
A choker (also known as a
curb bulb, nub, or gateway) is a
narrowing of a street, either at an
intersection or midblock, in order
to reduce the width of the traveled
way (see Figure 26). While the
term usually is applied to a design
which widens a sidewalk at rhe
point of crossing, it also includes
the use of islands which force
traffic toward the curb while
reducing the roadway width.
Streets narrowed at the
crosswalk reduce the distance over
which pedestrians are exposed to
vehicular traffic. Bulbs provide safe
areas for people to walk or play, or
may provide added area for
landscape or gateway features,
thereby improving the appearance
of the neighborhood. An example
of a choker on a one-way
residential street is shown in Figure
28.
Studies to date have shown
that curb bulbs reduce traffic
volume only when they either
reduce the number of lanes of
travel or add friction to a
Figure 26. Traffic control mea-
sures used to manage naffic in
place.
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CHOKERS
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considerable length of street. Curb
bulbs also appear to have a
significant effect on speed and can
improve the safety of an
intetsection by providing
pedestrians and drivers with an
improved view of one anomer.
They also reduce pedestrian
crossing distance, thereby lowering
their exposure time to vehicles.
Chokers or curb bulbs can be
considered to be eimer normal
extensions of me existing curb or
channelizing islands.
Speed Limit Signs and Speed
Zones
Speed limit signs are regulatory
devices that are intended to inform
me motorist of the speed limit of
me roadway. Speed limit signs
usually have no effect on traffic
volumes and little if any effect on
traffic speed, since drivers usually
drive at what they perceive to be
safe and reasonable under existing
conditions.
Studies in Europe have also
shown that the use ofspeed limit
signs without any physical barriers
to traffic generally results in no
change in driver speeds. Reduced
speed limit signing should generally
be installed with other traffic
calming facilities to obtain lower
speeds.
Speed Watch and Enforcement
Programs
Neighborhood residents often
feel uneasy when they perceive
motorists are traveling too fast on
theit streets. This uneasiness can
keep residents ftom enjoying their
own surroundings as pedestrians.
Speed watch programs
normally include: the use of radar
to check speeds of passing
motorists, the tecording of license
plate numbers of speeding
motorists, and notification of those
speeding motorists and the
residential nature of the street on
which they were caught speeding.
Enforcement presence or follow~up
is often effective.
Many of the motorists
speeding on residential streets live
in the neighborhood themselves, so
this is really a neighborhood
awareness program, where
neighbors participate in a process
Figure 27.
A traffic circle used at the intersection of
residential streets.
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Figure 28.
A choker (curb bulb) used. on a one-way
residential street.
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to help return their streets to a
safer, more comfortable
atmosphere. Speed watch programs
are less successful when speeding
motorists live outside the
neighborhood and are "cutting
through."
Speed Humps
Also known as road humps,
undulations, or "sleeping
policemen," speed humps have
undergone extensive demonstration
and evaluation in Europe,
Australia, and the United States.
The purpose of speed humps is to
promote the smooth flow of traffic
at slow speeds (around 32 to 40
kph (20 to 25 mph)). They ate not
meant to reduce vehicle speeds to 8
to 16 kph (5 to 10 mph), as are
speed bumps.
The speed hump is an
elongated hump with a circular-arc
cross-section rising to a maximum
height of 8 em (3 inches) above the
normal pavement surface and
having a chord distance of 3.6 m
(12 ft) in the direction ofvehicular
travel (see Figures 26 and 29).
Speed humps have proven to be
more effective, quiet, and safer
than conventional speed bumps,
and speed bumps are not
recommended for streer use.
Humps can be effective in
reducing traffic speeds to
reasonable levels on local
residential srreets. Substantial
reductions in the speeds of the
fastest cars can be expected along
with an 85th percentile speed of
about 40 kph (25 mph). Typical
average speeds on hump.equipped
streets are under 32 kph (20 mph).
Although humps can be traversed
safely ar moderately high speeds,
most drivers will generally drive
slower.
The ITE Technical Council
Committtt 5B-15 has stated that
the individual municipal traffic
engineer should be responsible for
determining the safety of the
design and the criteria used for
installarion of speed humps.
including signs and/or markings.
For guidance in the design and
installation of speed humps, refer
to rhe ITE's Guidelines for the
Design and Application ofSpeed
Humps - A Proposed Recommended
Practice.2 Representatives from the
municipality should evaluate speed
humps once they have been
installed by collecting speed,
volume, and accident data to
determine their continuing
effectiveness.
Stop and Yield Signs
The purpose of a two-way stop
sign is to assign the right-of-way at
an intersection. Two-way stop signs
are suitable for use at minor street
approaches to arterials and
collector streets, and when there is
poor sight distance. Stop signs do
not reduce speeding on local
streets, except for approximately 60
m (200 ft) prior to the
intersection, and are expressly
prohibited fot this purpose by the
MUTCD. Srop signs, however, do
stop vehicles at intersections, where
pedestrians typically cross the
street. Two·way stop signs have
little or no effect on reducing
traffic volumes and the results on
traffic safety are mixed.
Four-way Stop signs are rare
outside of the U.S. and Canada.
They are usually intended for
intersections where traffic volumes
or other conditions do not warrant
traffic signals (see Table 3) or as a
stop·gap measure when a signal is
urgently needed, but is not yet
constructed.
Four-way stops are frequently
requested as a speed control device,
yet studies have shown that when
overused. only five to twenty
percent of the motorists come to a
complete stop. forty to sixty
percent come to a rolling StOP
(below 8 kph (5 mph)). and twenty
to forty percent pass through the
stop sign at speeds higher than 8·
kph (5 mph). Studies have also
shown that violation rates are
higher at stop signs that are placed
as speed comrol devices.
Yield signs are used to assign
right-of.way between two
intersecting streets without
requiring traffic on the other street
to come to a complete Stop. In the
United States, this sign is used
where sight distances at the
intersection of two non-arterial
streets permit traffic on the
controlled street to approach safely
at 24 kph (I5 mph) or higher. In
many countries, the sign is the
standard for assigning the right of
way ofvehicles on an arterial street.
Figure 29.
Speed humps are intended to reduce traffic
speew to 20 to 25 miles per hour.
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Yield signs offer little benent to
pedestrians, since motorists
generally yield only to other mQ[or
vehicles, and pedestrians must
choose gaps in traffic to cross.
Other Signage
Signs such as "Residential
Street," and "Local Access Only,"
are not standard nor recommended
for use in neighborhoods. These
signs by themselves have little, if
any, effect in reducing vehicle
speeds or volumes. A number of
mote helpful measures for
managing traffic in place involve
warning or regulatory signs such as
"Do Not Enter," "Not A Thru
Street," "Dead End," or turn
restrictions. The MUTCD and
engineering judgement will serve as
a guide as to what to use and
when. k with diverters or street
closures, residents should have an
input into any traffic signs that will
restrict their access.
PUBLIC
PARTICI PATION
Three key groups should be
included in the public
participation process: the residents
of the neighborhood, local traffic
engineering and public works
officials, and local elected officials.
The residents of the area should
have a voice in the design,
function, and operation of the
streets where they live, because
they ultimately are the ones
subjected to undesirable traffic
conditions, and they must live with
any restriction resulting from a
traffic management ptogram.
The public works professionals
of the community, including city
planners, traffic engineers, transit
officials, sanitation officials, police,
firefighters, and emergency medical
services, have a responsibility to
identify these problems and to
assist the residents in fotmulating
alternative solutions. School
officials must also he involved if a
potential solution will affect their
bus routing or limit reacher/parent
access to their school. The elected
officials ultimately will make the
decisions regarding the
implementation of any proposed
traffic management program. For
this reason, they should be
involved from the onset and
should he made aware of the
existing problems, alternative
solutions, and the final
implementation plan.
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CHAPTER 9
EXCLUSIVE
PE DESTRIAN FACI L1TI ES
Various alternatives have been
implemented to restrict motor
vehicles from the pedestrian
environment. including residential
yards, play streets, pedestrian malls,
and transit malls. While pedestrian
malls and other auto-free areas are
usually developed as part of an
urban renewal or downtown
revitalization effort, they have the
effect of improving pedestrian
safety and facilitating pedestrian
movement. This chapter discusses
pedestrian malls and transit malls
in more detail.
Pedestrian malls are streets that
have been closed to all vehicular
traffic and are reserved for the
exclusive use of pedestrians, with
few exceptions. Delivery of goods
and refuse collection access may be
permitted during specified times of
the day, and emergency service
access must be permitted at all
times.
Transit malls are streets where
pedestrians share the space with
transit buses or light rail vehicles
(and sometimes bicycles, delivery
and refuse collection vehicles and
taxis), but other vehicles are not
allowed, except for emergency and
maintenance vehicles. Transit
vehicles operate on a narrow right-
of.way within the mall space.
Pedestrian Malls can be
developed in each of the following
manners:
(a) Modified Street - One block of
a conventional street is closed
to vehicular traffic for the
exclusive use of pedestrians.
(b) Plaza or Interrupted Mall·
Several blocks of a retail street
are exclusively designated for
pedestrian use, with cross
streets left open [Q vehicular
traffic.·
(c) Continuous or Exclusive Mall
- A multiblock area, which
may include mote than one
Pedestrian malls
are streets that
have been closed
to all vehicular traffic
and are reserved
for pedestrians.
Transit malls
are streets that
pedestrians share
with transit buses or
light rail vehicles.
Figure 30.
Pedestrian malls can
improve pede.mian safety
and mobility.
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meet, is exclusively designated
for pedemians, with the
exception of emergency,
maintenance, and delivery
vehicles. The area extends the
full length of the shopping
area, through intersecting
streets, without interruption
(see Figure 30),
(d) Displaced Sidewalk Grid - A
pedestrian walkway is
developed away from the
regular sidewalk grid through
alleys and laneways, arcades,
andlor lobbies within
buildings.
PLANNING
CONSIDERATIONS
For urban street malls to be
successful, they must provide a
viable and attractive alternative to
regional shopping malls, This can
be difficult when it is considered
that street malls must necessarily
be planned and designed around
existing roadway configurations,
traffic patterns, parking, retail mix
and other constraints. Street widths
can be too wide, walking distances
too long, and retail development
poorly located to encourage the
patterns and volume ofpedestrian
activity needed to support a
successful urban mall, In order to
succeed, the street mall must,
therefore, capitalize on its primary
advantage as an outdoor activity
space by promoting parades, street
fairs, bicycle and track races,
antique car rallies, marching band
competirions, concerts, and other
similar public events to encourage
pedestrian activity and establish an
area identity.
The primary objectives of the
pedestrian mall should be to
reestablish or fortifY an urban area's
economic viability while
simultaneously creating a social
setting capable of responding to a
variety of needs. The success or
failure of an urban pedestrian mall
is dependent upon many factors,
some of which are directly
controlled during the planning
process. The following
consider.uions identifY elements of
planning essential to the effective
re:a1ization of pedestrian malls.
Relationship of Mall to Central
.Area Development
Pedestrian malls succeed or fail
according to their degree of
accessibility either by public transit
or by private automobile. The
success of a pedestrian zone is
direcdy related to its ability to
create a r:mge of activities to suit a
wriety of users. For example.
Albany's government mall in New
York State has suffered a loss of
vitality became it is only able to
attt2.ct patrons during lunch break
hours and is practically deserted
otherwise. A more balanced use of
the area's resources over extended
periods of time, a high level of
urban vitality, and an incteased
feeling ofsafety can be achieved by
attracting a full spectrum of users
through mixed use zoning.
Cooperation and Support
Progress in implementing the
planned improvements can be
much more rapid when
commercial and public interests are
found to coincide. Many ptoposals
meet opposition from shop owners
who bdieve that their trade will
suffer if vehicular access is
restricted along their premises.
Shop keepers are onen resistant to
the mall concept until they are
made aware of the potential
benefits. It is important to obtain
the cooperation of commercial
interests at the initial planning
stages in order to ensure viability of
the proposals.
Eliciting public support during
the course of the pedestrian mall
development is important in
guaranteeing the success of the
mall. The creation of a pedestrian
mall affects a wide r:mge of user
groups whose participation is vital.
These groups should be consulted
and involved during the early
planning stages of project
implementation.
Existing Vehicle Traffic Patterns
Some cities have radically
altered circulation panerns in order
ro decrease traffic congestion and
redistribute vehicular traffic flow in
the area of the pedestrian mall.
This can be accomplished by
developing one~way streets,
restricting turning movements.
limiting access to certain categories
ofvehicles. redesigning
intersections, and retiming traffic
signals.
Public Transit Services
Most cities with successful
pedestrian malls have introduced
policies that encounge the use of
public transport. The success of
these policies has varied depending
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on the extent of traffic congestion
and the efficiency of the public
transportation system. As always,
public transit should be
inexpensive, &st, comfortable, safe
and enjoyable to ride. Other ractics
that can be successful are reserved
lanes for public vehicles, low fares,
convenient pickup and drop.off
locations within the mall, and
better security. Those pedestrian
malls that are built as transit ways
can provide increased mobility to
pedestrians by dropping them at
major department stores or activity
centers within the mall itsel£
Puking Supply
Effective parking policies have
a significant impact on both the
regulation of parking density and
the attractiveness of parking spaces
to mall users. Some cities use
different strategies to meet the
demands of employees seeking day-
long parking and visitors looking
for short-term parking.
Some cities offer park-and-ride
systems to allow downtown or mall
employees to park their cars at the
periphery of the city limit and ride
to work via rapid transit or special
buses. On·street parking meters
and multi-level parking facilities at
the edge of the pedestrian mall
areas can provide short-term
parking needs. Time can be
charged in incremental rates to
promote a quick turnover.
Delivery of Goods
The opposition of many
merchants to the idea of a
pedestrian mall results from the
problem of delivering merchandise
to stores and making it possible for
customers on foot to handle the
purchases easily. One of the most
common strategies has been to
allow structural changes in the
street pattern to make possible
store deliveries from courtyards
and alleys as well as using time
restrictions on the use of pedestrian
mall space by commercial trucks.
Some downtown merchants have
introduced free pushcarts in order
to meet customer demand for
assistance in ddivering their goods
to either the central transportation
terminal or to where their car is
parked. Other establishments that
sell bulk goods, such as grocery
stores, should be relocated to the
periphery of the mall where ready
access to parked vehicles is
available.
Essential Services
Essential services such as
emergency fire, police, medical,
refuse removal, taxis, vehicle pick-
up and drop-off, truck delivery and
pick-up, and mall cleaning must
also be consideted, Provisions must
be provided to allow emergency
service vehicles to quickly access
areas within the pedestrian mall.
Additional amenities within the
pedestrian mall such as canopies
and covered ways will need to be
sufficiently high in order to enable
emergency vehicles to pass
underneath.
There are also certain types of
businesses that require such access
for other vehicle types. For
example, a hotel located on the
street to be made into a pedestrian
mall will need to provide
continuous access to taxis for irs
viability. Similarly, secutity vehicles
will need to reach banks and
businesses located within the
pedestrian mall during nighttime
hours.
Accessibility Needs
Care must be taken that the
paving system used does not
impede the safe and easy
movement of wheelchairs. Planters,
benches and other amenities
should be placed in a straight line
to satisfy the expectancy of the
visually impaired. ADA guidelines
should be consulted concerning the
design and placement of amenities.
Design Considerations
Quality of design and
durability of construction materials
have proven to be essential
elements in the success of
pedestrian malls. The ideal
pedestrian mall is designed in a
relatively narrow street right.of.
way, with concentrated shopping
and commercial land uses within
the normally accepted walking
distance limit of 0.4 ken (0.25 mi),
and larger traffic generators
("anchors") located at opposite
ends of the mall to encourage
walking along the mall. Excessively
wide streets dilute pedestrian
activity, making a mall appear dull
and uninteresting, and also reduce
exposure to retail edges due to the
increased sight distances.
Some successful street malls are
located in areas such as historical
districts where there is an
established pattern of tourist and
visitor activity. When this pattern
exists, it can be enhanced by
designing storefronts and street
furniture to keep with the local
"theme." Otherwise, it is necessary
to develop design and marketing
strategies which will encourage
downtown activities and use of the
mall.
The primary advantage of a
street mall is the ability to conduct
large.sca1e outdoor events. Event
spaces for setting up concerts,
grandstands, and other activities
should be considered in the mall
design.
Street furniture, paving
treatments, lighting, and
landscaping are important design
considerations. To reduce clutter,
street furniture elements should be
of modular design incorporating
several components in a single
The ideal
pedestrian mall
is designed
in a relatively narrow
street right-or-way,
with shopping and
commercial land uses
concentrated
to encourage walking
along the mall.
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unit. Other amenities such as
benches arranged in groups in
small rest areas, local street maps
and points of interest displays,
programs of future events, transit
StOp enclosures, and transit system
information displays will improve
the convenience and attractiveness
of the mall.
Pavers are a popular surface
treatment in malls, but the pavers
must be placed on a substantial
sub·base to avoid settlement or
"frost.heaving" and dislodgement,
which can result in tripping. Since
emergency vehicles require access
to all parts of the pedestrian mall,
the paved areas need to be
designed to take the weight of
service and emergency vehicles and
allow them to move around easily.
Pedestrian~oriented lighting,
with control ofovethead
illumination so as not to overpower
shop window lighting, is preferred
to restore a more intimate and
natural scale to the converted
street. Landscaping should be
carefully chosen, not only for
appearance, but for maintenance
and growing characteristics. Plants
or trees that interrupt sight lines
and potentially provide
concealment can reduce perceived
security and discourage pedestrian
activity at night.
Crosswalks must be provided
for pedestrians in transit malls,
interrupted malls, and plazas where
pedestrian.vehicle conflicts are
present. Such conflicts may be
minimized through: 1) one~way
cross streets, and 2) signals and
warnings to motorists and
pedestrians, such as signs or
contrasting pavements at the mall
crossmgs.
IMPLEMENTATION
CONSIDERATIONS
Feasibility studies which
determine the levels of political,
business, and general public
support ate essential. Included in
these evaluations should be
potential effects on traffic, area
economics, and the social
environment. Temporary
pedestrian malls or street closures
can be set up as part of a feasibility
study to determine a more
permanent need.
Successful implementation
requires a gteat deal of cooperation
and organization. A primary
leadership group and wotking
committees must cootdinate and
administer the process. Public and
private interest should be
developed through the media.
informational meetings, pamphlets
and displays. Management,
financial and scheduling plans
should be developed and followed.
In addition. periodic review
sessions should be held to: 1)
considet and develop alternative
concepts, and 2) ensure that all
concerned patties have adequate
opportunity to contribute as they
see fit.
Sever2J advantages a1sr from
the design and implementation of
pedestrian malls, including:
malls.
Pedestrian-vehicle confliers at
• Disruption of utility and
emergency services.
• Disruption of bus roUtes and
delivery of goods.
• Placement problems with street
furniture for visualJy
handicapped pedestrians.
• Potential parking problems for
visitors and employees.
• Potential security and policing
problems.
• Potential maintenance
problems (e.g.• snow removal).
ConfliCtS berwc:en pedestrians
and transit vehicles in transit
•
•
A reduction in pedestrian
delays and/or pedestrian
congestion.
Enhancement of the aesthetic
and social environment of the
downtown area.
Greater pedestrian accessibility
to retail merchants..
An increase in the use of public
transportation.
A decrease in noise and air
•
•
•
•
•
pollucion on affected nettts.
• A potential increase in
revenues, sales, and land values.
• Implementation can occur in
stages.
• Increase in the efficiency and
time savings of mass transit in
transit malls.
Along with the advantages of
pedestrian malls. there also exist
several disadvantages, including:
• A potentially high cost of
installation, maintenance and
operation.
• Rerouting ofvehicle traffic to
other streets.
• Potential reduction in retail
activiry and an increase in
noise and air pollution on
nearby streets.
cross streets in a plaza. or
interrupted mall.
• Conflicts between pedestrians
and vehicles at midblock
locations where displaced
sidewalk grids are used.
In summary. the conversion of
streets to full pedestrian malls is an
ideal way to provide for safe and
free-flow movement of pedestrians
in a desired area, such as for retail
shopping. Although the conversion
ofstreets to pedestrian malls is
usually the result ofefforts to
revitalize downtown areas,
improved pedestrian safety can be
a beneficial result ofsuch malls.
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WORK ZONE
PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
Proper planning for
pedestrians through and along
construction areas is as impon2.nr
as planning for vehicle traffic,
especially in urban and suburban
areas. Pedestrian considerations
including access to bus scops and
crossw:Uks, must be an integral
part of each construction project.
There are three considerations for
pedestrian safety in highway and
street work zones:
1. Pedestrians must he separated
from conflicts with the work
site:, and work site vehicles,
equipment and operations.
2. Pedestrians must be separated
from conflicts with mainline
traffic moving through or
around the work site.
3. Pedestrians must be provided.
with a safe, convenient travel
path that duplicates as nearly
as possible the most desirable
characteristics of sidewalks or
footpaths.
When construction requires
dosing aisting crosswalks and
walkways, contractors and other
work crt'WS must provide
temporary walkways and direct
pWesuians to the safest. most
convenient route possible.
Walkways must be dearly
identified and wheelchair
accessible. protected from motor
vehicle traffic and free from
pedestrian hazards such as holes,
debris. dust and mud.
When a parking lane exists
next to a work site that closes a
sidewalk. the parking lane may be
used for the pedestrian detour
route. When there is no
continuous parking lane,
pedesuians must be diverted from
a direct encounter with the work
site by using adV2llced signing as
approved in the Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Droiw.' If
Pedestrian
considerations,
including access to
bus stops and
crosswalks, must be
an integral part
of each construction
project.
I
'<''',
Advanced signing for
sidewalk closure
Use of parking lane for
pedestrian detour
Figure 31. Two approaches co aocommodalC pcdesuiaru in a midbJock work tOne.2
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required, safe crossings must be
provided to the opposite sides of
the street. Signing for these
crossings should be placed at
intersections so that pedestrians are
not confronted with mid~block
work sites that will induce them to
attempt skirting the work zone or
making a mid~block crossing.
Pedestrians will infrequently retrace
their steps to a prior intersection
for a safe crossing. Therefore,
ample advance notification is
needed. Two approaches to
accommodate pedestrians in a mid~
block work zone are shown in
Figure 31.2
For temporary work zones of
short duration, and under low
speed conditions, it is acceptable to
use traffic barricades, cones and
traffic signs to separate pedestrian
traffic from work zone and vehicle
traffic, if approved by the local
engmeer.
At fixed wotk sites of
significant duration, especially in
urban areas with high pedestrian
volumes, pedestrian fences or other
protective barriers may be needed
to prevent pedestrian access into a
construction site. This is
particularly important near school
areas. When used, pedestrian
fences should be 2.4 m (B feet)
high to discourage people from
climbing the fences.
For construction or demolition
of buildings adjacent to sidewalks,
a covered walkway may be needed
to protect foot traffic from falling
debtis. These covered walkways
should be sturdily constructed and
adequately lit for nighttime use.
Extetnallighting and diagonal
white and orange stripes on the
exterior of the pedestrian walkway
may be needed when placed next
to traffic.
Covered walkways and
pedesttian fences and other barriers
must be designed to provide ample
sight distance at intersections and
crosswalks. Solid construction
fences must be angled at corners or
be replaced with chain link fencing
to provide adequate visibility.
When pedestrians are judged
especially vulnerable to impact by
errant vehicles, foot traffic should
be separated and protected by
longitudinal barrier systems.
'Where a positive barrier is clearly
needed, it must be of sufficient
strength to avoid intrusion by an
impacting vehicle into the
pedestrian space. Short
intermittent segments of
longitudinal systems should be
avoided. Upstream ends of the
system must be flared or protected
with impact attenuators properly
fastened to the longitudinal barrier.
For work zones adjacent to high
speed traffic, wooden railings,
chain link fencing with horizontal
pipe railing and other similar
systems are nO[ acceptable.
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Construction work zones
should be inspected d:tily and
monitored continuously for vehicle
and pedestrian needs. Security
guards or flagmen may be needed
to monitor work sites and help
control pedestrian traffic. "Where
construction vehicles and
equipment need to cross pedestrian
walkways, flagmen, police officers
or traffic signals should be usN
during crossing times.
Good engineering judgement
in each work zone situation should
readily determine the extent of
pedestrian needs. Particular
attt~ntion should be paid to nearby
pedestrian generators. particularly
schools. parks and community
centers. Officials should be
contacted at these facilities to alert
them of up coming traffic control
changes and accommodate special
pedestrian needs, particularly for
long.term and major construction
activities.
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OTHER PEDESTRIAN
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FACI LIlY CONSI DERATIONS
There are several other design
and operational features that may
benefit pedestrians and should be
considered when designing for
pedestrians. Not all may be
relevant in every instance, and
many may only be applicable in
areas of high pedestrian flows. A
few of these considerations are
discussed in this chapter.
TRANSIT STOPS
A transit rider is usually also a
pedestrian, and as such, there is a
need to make sure an available
pathway exists to accommodate
pedestrian travel to and from all
transit stops (Figure 32). This may
involve paving sidewalks, building
wheelchair ramps, providing a
special accessway through a
neighborhood, or paving a waiting
area for transit patrons. Improved
ridership may also be encouraged
with other amenities such as
benches, shelters and landscaping.
There should be a great incentive
to encourage more transit use since
each rider represents one less
vehicle on the street, which can be
translated into less congested roads,
fuel savings and improved air
quality.
The most common type of
transit Stop is a bus stop along a
shared right.of.way street or
highway. There are three types of
bus stops; far side of intersection,
Figure 32. A uansi( nop with sidewalk access, a shdter, and route information.
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near side of intersection, and mid
block. The far side bus StOP offers
the most advantages to traffic
safety and operations. This type of
stop encourages pedestrians to
cross behind the bus which allows
motorists and pedestrians better
visibility of each other. This also
allows motorists to make right
rurns, and provides better visibility
for side street traffic (since the bus
is down stream from the
intersection).
Near side bus stops are
sometimes needed when a transit
route turns, at crossings ofsome
one~wayst~ts,whereit~ll
prevent pedestrians from crossing a
busy st~t, or when there is not a
good far-side stopping location.
Some transit agencies use a
combination of near side and far~
side stops at major intersections
when there is heavy uansfer traffic
between two routes. However, a
near side bus stop should be
avoided in advance of an
unsignalized. marked crosswalk.
Midblock bus stops are
sometimes on long blocks when
there is a midblock pedestrian
generator such as a church,
shopping center or stadium. These
types of bus StOps may require a
longer bus stop if the operator has
to maneuver between parked
vehicles.
All bus stops must be
accessible to pedestrians in
wheelchairs, and should be marked
by a sign at or near where the door
of the bus is expected to stop. Bus
stop signs, benches or shelters and
other street furniture should not
obstruct access along the sidewalk
or block access to the bus, and
should be located far enough nom
the curb so they ~ll not be hit by
over hanging mirrors. Where
practical, it is best to route the
sidewalk behind the passenger
waiting to improve the operation
of the sidewalk and minimize
conflicts between pedestrians.
Consideration must also be
given to the possibility of
pedestrians being splashed while
waiting at the bus stop in areas
with poor drainage. While shade
trees and landscaping are good
amenities at a bus stop, they
should not block the view between
the bus driver and patrons waiting
at the stop, and should not
obstruct access to the bus.
Route inform'ation and a
phone number to the transit office
on the sign or at the bus stop is
always helpful to pedestrians.
Other amenities such as trash
barrels, benches, shelter, lighting,
etc. are also service enhancements
to pedestrians that should be
considered.
ON-STREET PARKING
In a roadway environment
shared between motorists and
pedestrians, consideration must be
given [0 the need for parking and
parking restrictions, The primary
purpose for restricting parking is to
improve sight distance:. A common
type: of pedestrian collision involves
pedestrians. panicularly children
darting out between parked cars
and being struck by a passing
motorist.
The Uniform Vehicle Code
and Model Traffic Ordinance
encourages local jurisdictions to
adopt standards that state that "No
person shall:
I. StOp. stand or park a vehicle;
a. on a sidewalk;
b. within an intersection;
c. on a crosswalk;
2. Stand or park a vehicle,
whether occupied or not,
except momentarily [0 pick up
or discharge a passenger or
passengers:
a. within 6 m (20 ft) of a
crosswalk at an
intersection;
b. within 9.1 m (30 ft) upon
the approach to any
flashing signal. STOP sign
YIEW sign or traffic-
control signal located at
the side of a roadway".
Since crosswa.lk.s (unmarked or
marked) exist at all intersections,
state law automatically prohibits
parking within 6 m (20 tt) on the
approach to an intersection. On
occasion, signing may be needed to
reinforce state or local laws or to
extend the "No Parking" wne for
extra visibility. This may be
accomplished through signs such as
NO PARKING HERE TO
CORNER 0' NO PARKING
WITHIN 50 FEET. On high"
speed streets, it may be advisable to
prohibit parking 15 to 30 m (50 to
100ft) in advance of a crosswalk.
Adnnce pedestrian warning signs
may also be useful in informing
motorists of a crossing area.
There generally is no reason to
prohibit parking immediatdy
downstream from a crosswalk on a
one·way street unless the area is
needed for vehicle operations and
maneuvering. It is best to provide
fencing along play areas and parks
near roadways to prevent children
from darting into the street or
chasing balls into the meet.
Fencing will also concentrate
crossing activity to a single
location.
Off·street parking areas for
parks, playgrounds and play fields
are important to help avoid
visibility obstructions created by
on-street parking. Often parents
and others refuse to park in off·
strttt lots because it is further to
walk or for other reasons. 'When
this occurs it may be advisable ro
prohibit on·street parking. Parking
restrictions should be considered
The primary
purpose for
restricting parking
is to improve
sight distance.
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Figure 33.
Str~( lights improve pedestrian operations
and securi£)'.
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on a case-by-case basis, with
consideration ofwhere the parking
will be transferred. In some cases it
may be best to prohibit on·street
parking across from a play field so
that people exiting cars do not
have to cross a street to access the
play area or park.
Those people who will be most
affected by the parking restriction
(residents, businesses, soccer
leagues, etc.) should be contacted
when considering parking removal.
and should be notified before a
new restriction is implemented to
avoid unnecessary ticketing and as
a courtesy.
STREET LIGHTING
Street lighting should be
considered whenever there is
significant pedestrian activity
during the hours of darkness.
particularly around schools,
churches and parks (Figure 33).
Nighttime field checks should be
conducted if a pattern of nighttime
accidents exist or if concerns are
expressed about conditions during
hours ofdarkness. Lighting should
be installed if there is a nighttime
accident problem involving
pedestrians. Lighting has the major
benefit of helping to reduce crime
and is often requested in residential
areas to improve nighttime
security. Lighting also improves
vehicle and pedestrian operations,
and helps pedestrians identify any
obstacles in their path which may
cause them to trip or fall.
On major arterials in urban or
suburban areas, continuous street
lighting is recommended. On wide
arterials. it is recommended to
install double-sided lighting. For
new construction, street light poles
should be located at least 1.8 m (6
feet) in back of the curb face and
out of the sidewalk. Street lights.
traffic signals and power
distribution lines should be
mounted on the same poles when
ever possible. If lighting exists in
an area, placement of a marked
crosswalk should take the street
light location into account.
It is generally not practical to
install lighting in outlying rural
areas, particularly where there is
not a nearby power source.
Fortunately, these areas generally
experience little or no pedestrian
traffic that would warrant lighting.
PEDESTRIAN
UNDERPASSES
AND OVERPASSES
Grade separated crossings are
expensive to build. but on occ:a.sion
are needed to safely get high
numbers of pedestrians across a
high speed or very busy street.
Grade separated crossings an
improve pedestrian safe:ry by
eliminating vehicle·pedestrian
conflicts, and can improve highWll.Y
capacity and reduce: vehicle
accidents rdated to cars slowing for
pedestrians (see Figure 34).
When used. they must meet
ADA requirements ro be
wheelchair accessible and
accommodate aU types of
pedestrians (and bicyclists). This
may creatc a long ramp system
which may discourage usage by
pedestrians. Therefore, various
measures may he needed to
encourage usage, such as fencing
and signs to prevent or prohibit at-
grade crossings.
A separate stairway may be
built to supplement the ramp and
provide for a shorter crossing. At
school crossings, adult supervision
is often needed during school
crossing times to make sure the
students use the grade.separated
crossing.
Underground passages. or
tunnels. arc: less common due to
concerns about crime. vandalism,
drainage and higher construction
costs. At times underp3SSes arc:
desirable to connect with an
underground gange. shopping
center. or due to the existence of
an elevated roadway. Underpasses
should always be wtlllit. and
should be kept clean. fltt ffom
debris and graffiti.
Overpasses are more:
appropriate where: there: is a
---------------
Figure 34.
Grade-separated crossings improve pedes-
trW! safety.
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depressed road, or when: crime and
security considerations are major
factors. Overpasses are generally
less expensive to build than
underpasses, but are generally coSt
prohibitive for most situations.
Overpasses often tequin: larger
parcels of land on either side of the
street to accommodate the ramps,
and requin: considerWle vertical
sepantion which may cause a
problem where utilities exist along
one or both sides of the street.
Overpasses should be enclosed to
pn:venr pedestrians from throwing
objects off of the overpass, and
should be lit at night.
Before installing grade-
separattd. crossings, other options
sh~uld be thoroughly explored. It
may be best to rc:route pedestrian
crossings to a better location, or in
the case of schools, provide bussing
for young children.
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SUMMARY OF PEDESTRIAN
FACILITY PROBLEMS AND
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
APPENDIX A
~
~
Cumnt Level ~ Barriers to Impact on
Magnitude of Use or Limitations In Effcctjyc- Implement. QJ!!<r
Description of Problem of Problem Possible Solutions 6cc:eptance Applicability
""
!tiQn Idl!.! Groups Comment
Ctoss-seqKm Ocsign
Difficulty ofcrossing wide Major l. Install medians on all Moderate Virtullly no I1mita- High Moderate Moderate Positive Potentia/ly~
Irterial streets, especiallY un- new luburban highways of tklm for new hish- most erreelive
divided arterials 4 or more lanes. ways. However, solution ro S!rttl
some limitations arc crossing prob-
currently perceived. lews.
2. Instill European style Low Must usually narrow High ""'~" Low" Minimal This IOlulion isrefuge islands in strategic lanes on existing
""""""
im"" greatly under·
10000tions on existing und!- hwys. 10 accommo- utili:r:ed in U.S.
vlded highways. date refuge islandl.
Muse be welllighled.
3. Design for reduced Low Could only be done Modmte High Low Negalive Prombly not fea-
slTect width between sig- where spacinS be- sible II I general
nalized intersections lWi:en Intenections is practice.
(since capacity constrIinlS high.
arc It sicnals).
4. InfrOduce additional Low Could only be done in Moderlte High Moderate Highly neg- More feasible
traffIC .ignlls 10 facilitate a few sclected loca· Itive where ped cross-
ped crossings. """'. lnp Ire concm-tratcd at a point
5. Provide midblock aeN- Low Should only be in- Moderate Moderate Low Slighdy Designed to in-
lied nashing ped signal. stalled In key loci- negative form driver of
"""'. presence ofped.Does nOf ncees-
sarilymake
crossing easier.
6. Provide ped ovetpI55. Low Only effedive where Mode!ate - ~" High Positive Laek of use of
at-pde crossing is
"""'''' 00
faeility continues
blocked or is inconve- no. pedl. 10 be a problem.
n!ent.
DiffICulty ofcrossing high- Mol!cnle 1. Reduce use of this Low Would need 10 design High High Moderate Negative Merchants and
ways wilh two-way left tum to major technique and provide me- in frequent V-tum to high driven will ob-
lanes diPJUi to control access. capability. jed heavily.
2. 105'-11 refuge islands in Low Must hlive _tleast Hieb Moderate Low Minimal Islands mUSI be
spots where no turning is some "dead spoI$" impact well lighted arK!
necessary. where turning would marked.
nol generally occur.
....
0
0
Current Level ~ Barriers 10 fmpaclon
Magnitude of Use or Limitations in Effective_ Implement- Q!bpr
Description ofProblem of Problem Possible Solutions Acceptance Applicability ne! alion ~ Groups Comment
No facilities provided for ped Major L Require sidewalk! Moderate Only allowed exclu- High Moderate Moderate Minimal Could bere-
to walk along side ofroad pathway with all new hwy. slon should be low impact quired byFHWA
construction. Paved or volume residential for Federal pro-
stabilized shoulder ade- """'. jects.quale in outlying areas.
2. Provide casier methods Low Probably would be High High Low Negative Would put prop-
for obtaining easements, viewed as giving ex· erty owners al a
10 address existing high- cess authority to pub- disadvantage.
ways constrained by right_ lie agencies.
of-way.
Narrow bridges with no pedes- Moderate 1. Design all new bridges Moderate NM' Moderate to Moderate Moderate Positive
trian accommodations with shoulder or raised high to high
walkway.
2. Design low-eost walk- Low Feasibility and design Moderate to Moderale Moderate Positive
way system for attaching dependent on struc- high
to outside of bridge. lural nature of exist-
ing bridge.
Excessive traffic speeds in Moderate I. Design curvature and Moderate Limited moslly 10 10- High Moderate Moderate Sliglltly Can create some
residential or commercial ar- to major circuity into road system. cal and collector negalive waste or ineffi-
,~ Keep SlTCets narrow. streets. Not appropri- ciency in 101 Iay-
ale on major high- out.
~".
2. Increased enforcement. Moderate Cost is primary limi- Moderate Moderate to High Negative Beller to control
tation. high speed through
geometric design.
3. Provide speed control Low Primarily used in resi- High High Low to Negative Devices have
devices (e.g., speed dential areas. Not moderate been controver-
lIumps, traffic circles, in_ appropriate for major sial and nOl yet
tersection flares, etc.) highways. widely accepted.
Safetyfconvenience ofwalk- Mod_ I. Consolidate driveway Low Feasible in some High High Moderate Both pos.
ing in commercial area with to major encranees - requires local newly deveklping in new and neg.
many poorly channelized regulation. scrips. Generally in- strips impacts
driveways feasible in existing
strips.
2. Provide service road in Low Must have ample Low 00 High High Both pos. Greatly amplifies
newly developing m:as. right-of-way. moderate and neg. problems at inter-
impacts sections.
....
o
....
CU[Jent Level Potential Baqiento Impact on
MQlnjtyde OrUK or Limilltions in EffNivc- Implement- Q!!ls!
Description of Problem of Problem Possible Solutions Acceptance AooU,ability
""
!liJ1ll ~ ~ Com~nt
Security probkms on certain Major I. Retialn &omconstruct- MOOcrate Residents must be High MOOcrate low Minimal Rear yard walk·
isolated pedestrian pathways ing palllways in scchukd willing 10 accept path- impact WlIys known 10
areas. Provide paths pO- ways in fronl of have sccurity
marily along street front- .,..... problems in 5OI\1C
-",. areas.
2. Provide clear vi(,w of Moderate Difficult 10 maintain High Moderate Low to Slightly Residents ean
pathways &om residences visibility on many moderate negalive perceive visibility
and/or street. recreational pathways. as invasion of
privacy.
3. Provide more lighling. Low Primarily needed Modcnile Moderate ModcI'Ite Minimal Security problem
telephones. patroh, or wh_ visibility is a 10 high impact will stiD be per-
alann systems. problem. ceived.
~alization
No accommodation for peds at Moderate 1. Provide pcd actuated Moderate Only needed where High Moderate Modelllte Slightly to Represents the
some suburban signals, bul 10 major signal regardlcssofped min. crossing lime not 10 high very ~ga- clas5ic dilemma
ped volumes arc low volume. provided each C)1:le. live in facilillling
ped. vs. vehicular
flow.
2. lnfonn pcd Ihat full Low No,,, Moderate to Low Low Minimal Ifadequate full
crossing time may nOI be high impact crossing lime nol
available in one phase. provided, red
shook! be in·
formed oflhis.
Minimum pcd clcllrancc time Mokn. I. Lengthen pcd cle:arancc Low Needed primarily near High Moderate Low Varies by Impact depends
inadequate to acwmmod.le lO""jor limes where proportion of elderly housing, circum- on nature oflTlf-
slow walking peds slowtr peds is higher than schools, etc. ,~~ fie congcslion.
normal. Take time &om
WALK phase if WALK
longef than minimum.
Peds &equently do not obey ModeTitc I. Upgradcpcdcnforcc- low IfdOllC, should be low HI'" High Slightly Although lack of
,illlal indicalions (seccom- menl efforts. selective enforcement. positive compliartCe is
menl) TimpanI, impacts
are nol necessar-
ily negative.
Lack ofor improper appliea- Moderate I. Develop and implc- Moderate None, but acceptable High Modelllle low Positive
lion of crosswalk markings menl reasonable crosswalk guidelines need to be
application guidelines. developed.
....
0
N
Current Level Potential Berrien to Imvaeton
M¥snitudc pfUse Of Limitations jn Effective- Implement- Olher
Description of Problem of Problem Po$siblc Solutions Acceptance Applicability
""
alion
"'"
GrouPS Comment
3. Improve driveway
"""""
Pll1icularly needed Modenl~ 10 High Modenle Positive Public participll-
channelization. Would where pal'king areas hOb lion in tinancinl
require local mandate. open direc1!y to SlJ«t. would usually be
""""".
DiffICult and hazardous pedes- Major J. Provide sidewalk and Moderate Applies only 10 radii- High Model1lle Modenile Positive Should become
triaD movement thru inter- markings on all new inter- ties nOI excluding ped rouline practice,
change area changes accessible to peds traffic. required in stltel
local euldelincs.
2. Provide barrier be- Low Noc necessary for low Mod<n" High Modentc Minimal Provides addi-
!Ween traffIC lanes and ped speed ftcilitics. impllet lional meast/re of
walkway. 51fet)' for pede$-
triaDS.
3. For existing inter- Low Primarily applicable Moderate Moderate Low Low Removes peds
changes wlo sidewalk or to full or partial do- from hazardous
shoulden, consider roul· verleaf interchanges. ramp crossinll'.
ing peds onto median.
Missing sidewalk links Major I. Performsidewalkin- Modcnk: N.~ High Low Low Minimal MU$1 be followed
venlary, priority improve- "'pod with funding and
ment program, and master conslruction.
plan of walkways.
2. Provide public funds Low Legal mechanism High Moderate Low Minimal Allows sidewalk
for sidewalk construction must be provided to impact 10 be completed
with provision fur recover- recover costs. even ifaru. is
ing costs &om landowner only partially
when development occurs. developed.
3. Obtain easements or Low Win be unusual 10 be MOOcnte H'", Modcnle Slightly Practical only for
like part of roadway lane able to like part of negative limited sel of
to fill in missing links roadway lane. condilions.
where barriers exiSI (e.g.,
rctIining walls).
ObsrrucliOll$ in side\.wlk Modcrak: I. Provide local guide- Low Noo' Modellk: Moderale Low~ Minimal Can easily be
lines limiting kx;ation of -.-.. ",pod provided In local
obstacles. ordinances. AI·
ternale locations
nol always possi-
ble.
2. Oblain easements, Low Most common objects High High Moderate Minimal Easement process
where necessary, 10 locale are controller cabi- 10 high impact time consuming
objects oul ofpel! path. nelS, mail boxes, and and sometimes
trash containers. =t/y.
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CHIW!ILe~1 Po!ential Barriers to Imolldon
MnnilUde ofUK or UmjtoliOD5 in Effective- Implement- !llW
Description of ProbImJ of Problem Possible Solutions Acceplantt "pp1ic!bility
"'"
allon ~ Q= Comment
2. Increase fines for viola- Low N.." Moderate Moderate Low Perceived Needs 10 be
lions ofped right-of-way. negative backed by in-
cretlscd enforce-
ment.
Lack ofcoordinalion and con- Major L Make master planning Moderate No~ High Moderate Low Positive Only way to cn-
tinnity in pedestrian facilities for pedestrian facilities sure ped planning
mandatory in state law. takes plllCf: is 10
require il by law.
2. Increase publi<: invest- Moderate N~ High Modente 10 H;gh Positive Consider specify-
men! in completing side- high ina minimum
walks and pathways. funding levels by
law.
lBck of communication in Major I. Develop more rigorous ModeraTe None Moderate High Low Positive Cannot make ad-
development ptOCCU administrative procedures ministnlion so
to force communication. e1aborJte that It
slows down the
development plO-
,~.
2. Designate person in Low,,_ N~ H;gh Moderate Low Positive One or lhe most
public agency as the pe- ~. effective Iow-oosc
deslrian advocate. actions.
Lack or vocal, OI1anized ad- Major I. Establish citizen task Low N"" High Moderate Low Posilive Relies on citizens
voeacy group address;nll ped rorce on pedestrian needs. !liking an interest.
,"".
2. Establish pedestrian Low N~, Moderate Moderate Low Positive Provides recOil-
facility "hot line." nized lvenue ror
inpul.
InfleKibility in zoninllllld Major I. Build in f1eKibitity to Moderate Usuilly depends on High High Low Depends on Offen grelter
subdivision regulations regulatkms (e.g.. perfor- local perspec1ive on situation pokntial benefit
mance ~inlll_ development. but also grealer
risfl.
2. Provide special zones Low 10 mod- Subject to state Ind Hir,/l Moderate Low Positive Specirol peel_
ordevelopment ror pedes- ~" lotaIlaw. oriented designtrian orientation. guidelines would
be provided.
....
o
'"
Current Level ~ Barrjcrs to Impact on
Maa:nitude nfllie or Limitations in Effeetiyo- Implement- Q!hg
Description of Problem ofPtoblem Possible Solutions Acceptance Applicability
"'"
Ilion !&ol ll!!!!!e Commenl
Suburban ..nd lISe panems Major L Provide incentives for Low to mod- Some areas nol physi- Moderate low Low Possibly Higher dcnsily
discou"ge pedesrrian ITlvel mixed-use and dcvdop- =" cally Of poIitk:a11y neplive developmenl
menl clustering. suited to ped-<Hiented needed for ped-
development. orientation -
sometimes 0p-
posed by commu-
nily
2. Employ "urban village~ Moderate Must be planned un- Higll Moderate Low Positive Applicable to
cOJK:ept. der rigllt physical original develop-
conditions. ment or redevel-
opment.
3. Provide for minimum Low Only in areas planned Low Higll Low Possibly Developers usu-
F.A.R. '5 as well as maxi- for higher densily de- negative ally incentive
mum. velopmenl. toward higller
F.A.R.'s anyway.
(Adapted from Planning and Implementing Pedestrian Facilities in Suburban and Developing Rural Areas, National Cooperative
Highway Research Program Report 294A, Transportation Research Board, Washington, DC, 1987, pp. 85-89.)
APPENDIX B
SITE PLAN AND HIGHWAY DESIGN REVIEW
FOR THE PEDESTRIAN -A CHECKLIST
SITE PLAN AND HIGHWAY DESIGN REVIEW
FOR THE PEDESTRIAN
A CHECKLIST
NCHRP 20-19(2) - P'pe' #8
Target AudiC!oct: .. public agency staff
Target publication .. Civil Engin~ring, Public Works, and/or ITE Journal
This text was originally prepared by ]HK & Associates, based on National
Cooperative Highway Research ReportS 294A and 294B.
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On the surfaCe. walking would
not seem to be one of those issues
that drives community priorities or
has a major polidcal consequence.
How many candidates have you
heard run on the "sidewalk slate"?
But politicians have risen and
fallen over and over again on issues
of urban growth. development and
transportation. These issues are
often at the hean of local politics.
Walking is an inseparable part
of all three of these issues; it is~
link between land development
and transportation. We walk from
our cars into the office building;
we walk from the bank to the
rest2Ut'2llt; we walk from our
homes to the park: and some of us
even walk to and from the bus.
which takes us to other places we
want to go.
While not a national issue,
walking is a major, albeit usually
unnoticed, factor in how our urban
areas are put together. It needs to
be looked at as a potential
resource. as an ally in shaping the
way cities grow. It is inevitable thar
cities will grow. But we must shape
hsr:r they grow. One of the
important roles of public agency
staff is in In'iewing the details of
how this growth, both in terms of
land development and highway
construction takes place.
Presented later in this article is
a checklist for state and local
planners and highway designers for
~ in site planning and highway
design review. The checklist is
intended as a practical tool for
preventing the inadvertent
omission of features that provide
for improved pedestrian safety and
mobility in suburban communities.
It docs not provide all the details
necessary to prod~ the designs.
hut is a simple reminder ofwhat to
look for. As such. it should be
applicable to the preparers of plans
as well as those responsible for
review.
The checklist recognizes that
pedestrian needs must be
integrated into the planning and
design process - they cannot be
treated independendy from the
other daily activities of land
development and provision of
transportation facilities. Often. the
pedestrian is simply forgotten
altogether or as an afterthought.
But the integration of the
pedestrian into the site planning
and highway design process need
not take a great deal of time and
effort. Most of these needs can be
treated quickly and simply.
Assigning Review Responsibility
To ensure that pedestrian
needs do not fall through the
planning and designing "cracks,"
an effective system of site plan and
highway design review is needed.
The pedestrian perspective is one
of many perspeaives that need to
, I
be considered in plans review, but
is one of me most commonly
overlooked. It is here (in site plan
and highway design review) that
public agency staffcan prevent
problems that will later be much
more difficult and costly to correct.
One of me ways these
omissions and missed
opportunities can be prevented is
to assign someone responsibility of
viewing site plans and highway
designs from the pedestrian point
of view. Often, this is all that is
nc:cc:ssary to bring potential
deficiencies to light. This need not
be a fuji-time person, but one who
gives serious thought (and is given
serious opportunity) to review and
comment on pedestrian provisions
in the site plan or set of highway
plans. Within this process, it is
important to remember that just
because a set of plans adheres to all
the applicable standards does not
necessarily mean that it adequately
accommodates the pedestrian.
There is more than one design
approach possible and some will be
more sensitive ro pedestrian n~
man others.
operations is largely handled by the
public sector. The pedestrian is
handled on the borderline of these
two domains. This may explain, in
part. why the pedestrian is often
neglected in the building of
communities - both the public
and private sc:aors can think that
the pedestrian is either a peripheral
part of their responsibility or the
responsibility of the other party.
The pedestrian should be: an
integral design &etor in site
planning and highway design. from
the initial concepts. through the
final drawings. The site plan
reviewer (or site plan preparer, for
that maner) can think in terms of
four arc:a.s in which to be watchful
for coverage of pedestrian
elements:
• Building arrangements (these
usually need to be discussed at
a preliminary site plan stage.
Linle can be done to change
building arrangements at the
end of the process)
• Overall pedestrian system
• On-site circulation and
The Cheddist parking lots
Site planning is one of me major
planning and design activities that • Walking surfaces and amenities
shapes suburban communities. It is
handled primarily by the private • Highway design and traffic
sector with public agency review. operaaons
Highway design and traffic
III
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Specific checklist itt:ms :m
pr~ted in tht: tabk It shouJd bt:
notw that many ofth~ items :m
t:quaUy applicablt: to highway
dt:Sign ra'it:W and to sitt: plan
SumD12')'
Site planning and highway
design :m two of the major
activities in tht: d~lopmt:nt
process. Unfortunately, the
pedestrian often gets lost in the
shufHt: of other major site and
highway dt:cisions. This can bt:
guardt:d against by remembt:ring to
include pedt:Strian dements at each
stage of tht: planning and design
process, from initial concepts to
final details. This can bt: done
quickly and simply, but failure to
includt: pedestrian considt:rations
at any stt:p could result in lost
opportunities and addt:d coSts later
on.
Tht: integration of pedestrian
elements is a responsibility of both
the privatt: and public st:ctors, of
the private sector in tht:
preparation of site planning details
and of tht: public sector in their
review and in highway design itself.
The cht:ek.list presented in the rable
is a simplt: tool for both groups to
elevate their aw:mness of
pe<kstrian nt:eds in lxnh the
dt:Vdopment and ~it:W of sire
plans.
Table. Checklist for Site Plan and Highway Design Review &om the Pedestrian PerspectM
Building Arrangemenu and Land Use types
• Has consideration been given to keeping walking distances between buildings to a minimum? Can
walking distances to nearby sites be shortened?
• Does the density and mix of land uses foster walkabiliry, within the zoning conmainu that exist on the
site?
• Will the building arrangemenu avoid requiring pedestrians to take awkward paths through parking lots?
• Has future development within and adjacent to the site been considered in terms ofwalkability?
Overall Pedestrian System
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Are both utilitarian walking and opportunities for recreational walking considered?
Are utilitarian paths direct? Do they provide for connections to existing pedestrian magnets nearby?
Do recreational pathWllYs take advantage of unique site features?
Is there~ walk access out of residential areas? Mid-block pathways or pathWllys at the end of cul.-de-
sacs may be needed.
Does the pedestrian :system consider the type and probable location of future development on ad;accnt
or nearby parccls of land? Is there Baibiliry to provide direct connections to adjaccm parcels. should
that be desired later on?
Aft Pedestrian entrances clearly evident, through either design features, topography, signing or
markings?
,
Are openings through walls, fences and hedges provided for pedestrian access?
Are there reasonable walking routes to nearby bus stOps?
Are pathways generally visible from nearby buildings and free from dark, narrow passageways?
Is adequate lighting provided for nighttime security?
Do pathways lead to safest crossing points?
Walking Surfaces and Amenities
• Are the walking areas scaled to the pedestrian?
• Aft the walking surfaces skid-resistant and sloped for drainage, but less than 12: I?
• Are provisions made for curb ramps and are they properly designed?
• Are major changes in grade propc:rfy treated with stairways and handrails?
Highway Design and Traffic Operations
• Is the number of vehicle driveWllys kept to a minimum?
• Is the parking lot circulation system designed for good vehicular disciple, using landscaped islands and
other traffic control features?
• Are crossings ofwide, open expanses of parking lot held to a minimum?
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Table. Checklist for Site Plan and Highway Design Review from the Pedestrian Perspective (cont.)
• Are pedestrian/vehicle conflict points kept to a minimum?
• Are pedestrians clearly visible to traffic at pedestrian crossing locations?
Highway Design and Traffic Operations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Is street width for local residential streets (and appropriate local commercial streers) kept to a minimum?
Are curb radii kept to the minimum necessary to keep pedestrian crossing distances short?
Are non-major intersection designs simple? Three·way intersections are preferred over four-way.
Are medians or refuge islands provided where pedestrians must cross four or more lanes of traffic?
Are walkways along the street separated and buffered from traffic as much as possible?
Are crosswalk markings justified and are they placed at locations with good sight distance and roadway
lighting?
Are luminaries provided directly over pedestrian crossing locations?
Have pedestrian accommodations along bridges been considered?
Have pedestrian crossings at interchanges been considered?
Where guardrail is necessary, can the pedestrian pathways be placed behind it for additional protection
and separation? .
Have the potential problems of pedestrians crossing ar traffic signals been adequatdy thought about?
Will the pbasing tend to confuse the pedesrrian ana whar can lie done to give people a clear indication
of when to cross?
Have pedestrian walking routes through construction areas been planned for?
Are transit stops provided with a reasonable area to stand our of the mud and away from traffic?
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INTRODUCTION
These guidelines for curb ramps were developed as part of an overall program of action to
remove the restrictive barriers which severely impede the daily movements of physically
handicapped and elderly pe(s.ons. The conunon curb is probably the most encountered barrier
which denies these citizens the mobility to enjoy the privilege and right of a full, active role in
society.
The details and guidelines included in this booklet wefe originally developed as directed
by legislation enacted by the 1973 Session of the General Assembly, identified as Ratified House
Bill 1296 and codified as G.S. 136-44.14. A copy of this law is included. These guidelines were
developed and revised through consultation with representatives of the Governor's Study
Committee on Architectural Barriers which was composed afthe Governor's Advocacy Council
for Persons with Disabilities and The Division of Services for the Blind. The construction details
of the ramp included in this booklet were revised in January 1992, to comply with 36CFR Part
I J91 Title 1JI of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Accessibility Guidelines for
Buildings and Facilities; Final Guidelines.
This booklet is intended to be a general guide for curb ramps or curb cut locations only.
Many specific locations will involve problems particular to it alone, and therefore some deviation
from this guide will be necessary. In these situations, the use of sound judgment. safety, and the
recognition of those features which should be retained will produce a satisfactory design.
With the primary purpose of the program kept in mind and a positive approach taken to it,
the success will be rewarding to more than one-half million handicapped North Carolinians.
Thank you for doing your pan.
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GUIDELINES ON RESPONSIBILITY
In the case of construction or reconstruction of curbing on any existing or proposed
public street, the city, county. or State having jurisdiction shall require complete confonnance to
this law prior to permitting the encroachment for the construction or prior to acceptance of the
street onto its system.
In the case of the reconstructioIl; of curbing, the responsibility for providing the curb cut
and ramp and all the work necessary to accomplish this including any removal and replacement
of any existing curbs and sidewalks or any other work required to achieve the complete facility
shall be upon the party which causes the existing curb to be cut
In the case of the new construction of the curbing, the responsibility for providing the
curb cut and ramp and all the work necessary to accomplish this shall be upon the party causing
the curb to be constructed.
Construction of curb cuts and ramps will be required when streets with cwb and guner
and sidewalk (either existing or planned) are resurfaced.
,(a)
CURB RAMPS OR CURB CUTS
FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS
G.S. 136-44.14
Curbs constructed on each side of any street or road, where curbs and sidewalks are
,
provided and at other major points of pedestrian flow, shall meet the following minimum
requirements:
(I) No less than two curb ramps or curb cuts shall be provided per lineal block,
located at intersections.
(2) In no case, shall the width of a curb ramp or curb cut be less than 40 inches.
(3) The maximum gradient of such curb ramps or curb cuts shall be eight and thirty-
three one-hundredths percent (8.33%) (12 inches slope for every one-inch rise)
in relationship to the grade aCthe street or road.
(4) One curb ramp or curb cut may he provided under special conditions between
each radius point of a street turnout of an intersection, if adequate provisions are
made to prevent vehicular traffic from encroaching on the ramp.
(b) Minimum requirements for curb ramps or curb cuts under subsection (a) shall be met (I)
in the initial construction of such curbs, and (ii) whenever such curbs are reconstructed,
including, but not limited to. reconstruction for maintenance procedures and traffic
operations, repair, or correction of utilities.
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(c) The Department ofTransportation, Division of Highways. Highway Design Section, is
authorized and directed to develop guidelines to implement this Article in consultation
with the Governor's Study Committee on Architectural Barriers (or the Committee on
Barrier-Free Design of the Governor's Conuninee on Employment of the Handicapped if
the Governor's Study Committee on Architectural Barriers ceases to exist), All curb
ramps or curb cuts constructed or reconstructed in North Carolina shall confonn to the
guidelines of the Highway Design Section.
(d) The Department of Transportation, Division of Highways, HighwayDesign Section, is
authorized and directed to provide free copies of this article together with guidelines and
standards, to municipal and county goverrunents and public utilities operating within the
State. (1973, c.718, <s. 14.)
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DETAIL SHOWING TYPICAL LOCATION OF WHEELCHAIR RAMPS,
PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALKS AND STOP LINES FOR TEE INTERSECTIONS ALLOWABLE lOCATIONS
~ PROPOSED WHEELCHAIR RAMP
PROPOSED OR FUTURE' SIDEWALK
DUAL RAM" RADII •••••.••••• ANY
DIAGONAL RAMP RADII. •• MAX. 25'(DIAGONAL RAMP IS NOT
PERMISSIBLE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION)
WHEELCHAIR RAMP
CURB CUT
• • • •
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NOTES:
I. THE WALKING SURFACE SHALL BE SLIP RESISTANT AND A CONTRASTING COLOR TO THE SJDEWALK.
2. CROSSWALK WIDTHS AND CONFIGURATION VARY BUT MUST CONFORM TO TRAFFIC DESIGN STANDARDS.
3. ~IORTH CAROLINA GENERAL STATUTE 136-44.14 REQUIRES THAT ALL STREET CURBS BEING CONSTRUCTED OR RECONSTRUCTED FOR MAINTENANCE
PROCEDURES, TRAFFIC OPERATIONS, REPAIRS, CORRECTION Of UTIlTIES OR ALTERED FOR ANV REASON AFTER SEPTEMBER 1, 1973 SHALL
PROVIDE WHEELCHAIR RAMPS FOR THE PHYSICALLY DISABLED AT ALL INTERSECTIONS M1ERE BOTH CURB AND GUTTER AND SIDEWALKS ARE
PROVIDED AND AT OTHER POINTS OF PEDESTRIAN FLOW.
IN ADDtTION, SECTION 228 OF THE 1973 fEDERAL AID HIGHWAY SAFETY ACT REQUIRES PROVISION OF CURB RAMPS ON ANY CURB CONSTRUCTION
AFTER JULY 1,1976 WHETHER A SIDEWALK IS PROPOSED INITIALLY OR IS PLANNED FOR A FUTURE DATE.
THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA) OF 1990 EXTENDS TO INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES. COMPREHENSIVE CIVIL RIGHTS
PROTECTIONS SIMILIAR TO THOSe PROVIDED TO PERSONS ON THE BASIS OF RACE, SEX, NATIONAL ORIGIN AND RELIGION UNDER THE CIVIL
RIGHTS ACT OF 1964. THESE CURB RAMPS HAVE BEEN DESIGNED TO COMPLY WITH TITLE III OF THE ADA BECOMING EFFECTIVE
JANUARY 26, 1992. THE ADA REOUIREMENTS FOR DETECTABLE WARNINGS ARE SUSPENDED EFFECTIVE MAY 12, 1994.
4. WHEELCHAIR RAMPS SHALL BE PROVIDED AT LOCATIONS AS SHOWN ON THE PLANS OR AS DIRECTED BY THE ENGINEER. WHEELCHAIR RAMPS SHALL
BE LOCATED AS DIRECTED BY THE ENGINEER WHERE EXISTING LIGHT POLES, FIRE HYDRANTS. DROP INLETS, ETC. AFFECT PLACEMENT. WHERE
TWO RAMPS ARE INSTALLED NOT LESS THAN 2 FEET OF FULL HEIGtIT CURB SHALL BE PLACED BETWEEN THE RAMPS. DUAL RAMPS SHOULD BE
PLACED AS NEAR PERPENDICULAR TO THE TRAVEL LANE BEING CRDSSEO AS POSSIBLE.
5. ALL 4" CONCRETE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION OF WHEELCHAIR RAMPS WILL BE PAID FOR AS CONCRETE WHEELCHAIR RAMPS. (SQ. YOS.,
6. ALL DEPRESSED CURBS AT WHEELCHAIR RAMPS WIll BE PAID FOR AS TH~ TYPE CURB ANO GUTTER USED ADJACENT TO DEPRESSED CURB. (IN. FT.)
7. SUCH PRICES AND PAYMENTS WIll BE CONSIDERED FUll COMPENSATION FOR ALL MATERIALS, LABOR, EOUIPMENT, TOOLS AND INCIDENTALS
NECESSARY TO SATISFACTORILY COMPLETE THE WORK.
8. NO SLOPE ON THE WHEELCHAIR RAMP SHALL EXCEED 1"11' (12:1) IN RELATIONSHIP TO THE GRADE OF THE STREET.
9. THE WIDTH OF THE MlEELCHAIR RAMP SHAll BE 40" (3'-4'" OR GREATER FOR DUAL RAMPS AND 60" (5'-0") OR GREATER FOR DIAGONAL RAMPS.
10. USE CLASS "B" CONCRETE WITH A SIDEWALK FINISH IN ORDER TO OBTAIN A ROUGH NON·SKID TYPE SURFACE.
11. A 112" EXPANSION JOINT WILL BE REQUIRED WHERE THE CONCRETE WHEELCHAIR RAMP JOINS THE CURB AND AS SHOWN ON S1O. DWO. B48. 01.
12. THE INSIDE PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALK LINES SHALL BE SET NO CLOSER IN THE INTERSECTION THAN WOULD BE ESTABLISHED BY BISECTING TliE
INTERSECTION RADII, WITH ALLOWANCE OF A 4' CLEAR ZONE IN THE VEHICULAR TRAVELWAY WHEN ONE RAMP IS INSTALLED. (SEE NOTE 17)
THE CURB CUT AND THE PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALK LINES SHALL BE COORDINATED SO THE FLOOR OF THE WHEELCHAIR RAMP WILL FALL WITHIN
THE PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALK LINES. DIAGONAL RAMPS WITH FLARED SIDES SHALL 8E PLACED SO 24" OF FULL HEIGHT CURB FALLS WIHTIN
THE CROSSWALK MARKINGS ON EACH sloe OF THE FLARES.
14. THE MINIMUM WIDTH OF THE PEDESTRIAN CROSSWAlK SHALL BE 6 FEET. A CROSSWALK WIDTH OF 10 FEET OR GREATER IS DESIRABLE.
15. STOP LINES, NORMALLY PERPENDICULAR TO THE LANE LINES, SHAll BE USED WHERE IT IS IMPORTANT TO INDICATE THE POINT BEHIND WHICH
VEHICLES ARE REQUIRED TO STOP IN COMPLIANCE WITH A TRAFFIC SIGNAL, STOP SIGN OR OTHER LEGAL REQUIREMENT. AN UNUSUAL APPROACH
SKEW MAY REOUIRE THE PLACEMENT OF THE STOP LINE TO BE PARALLEL TO THE INTERSECTING ROADWAY.
16. PARKING SHALL BE ELIMINATED A MINIMUM OF 20 FEET BACK OF PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALK.
17. ALL PAVEMENT MARKINGS SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LATEST EDITION OF THE MANUAL OF UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES(MUTCD) PUBLISHED BY THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION AND THE NORTH CAROLINA SUPPLEMENT TO THE MUTCO. ALL PAVEMENT
MARKINGS SHAll BE DONE BY OTHERS .
WHEELCHAIR RAMP
CURB CUT
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INTERNATIONAL SYMBOL OF ACCESS
FOR THE HANDICAPPED
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